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GENERATION. Aim MEASUREiENT OF , MICROWAVES
Synopsis
Part I reviews . methods of generating microwaves in the
shorter cm and mm region examining their possibilities,
technical problems and limitations. It concCudee that
the spark microwave generator has its paat to play in this 
field. A historical survey of past work on microwave spark
generators which has been published by the author in
Brit.I.R.E. Journal 13. 1953. p.490 is attached as Appendix I.
Part II analyses the theory and evidence in support of
the characteristic radiation from a dipole type spark
generator. It also examines in detail methods of ' frequency
analysis and spectrum filtering by a large variety of
semi-optical and waveguide devices. The Boltzmann inter­
ferometer is dealt with exhaustively. Stme dissusst on of
available power is also included.
Part III describes some technical problems of spark
generation and methods of solving them.
Experiments are described to test waveguide devices
which permit the control of radiated frequency band and result
in a source tunable over a 2 to 1 range of frequencies. The
established principles can be used to test waveguide com­
ponents for matching characteristics and filters - in parti­




effects. The range covered extends from 8 rm to 5 cm.
Appendix II contains a paper on the theory of a quarter
wave transformer filter , which is due to appear in -Wireless
Engineer".
Appendix III dealing with the diffraction of non-mono­
chromatic e.m. waves by a slit and a grating is a reprint
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PART I. A . SURVEY
1. Iotr_pduotipn
Recent years have seen a rapid development in the
techniques of generating electromagnetic waves occupying
the portion of spectrum between radio frequencies and
infra-red frequencies. This development has been towards
shorter and shorter waves reaching eventually the region
described by the term microwaves and extending roughly
between 10 cm, and a millimetre or less. This region is
further sub-divided into "cm. waves" and "mm. .waves", the
latter extending to waves lose than 5 cm. long.
There is nothing hard and fast about this subdivision,
nor in fact about the limits of the larger group, the
limits having been the outcome of war and post-war
developments which concentrated in the 5 main bands "S"
aoiuod 10 cm. "X" just above 3cm., "H" around 12.5 mm.,
"Q" around 8-9 mm., and "0" around 3 mm.
Historically, the work on what is now called micro­
waves preceded the development at the much lower radio
frequencies. That was duo to the fact that the'original
generators wore of the spark oscillator type, and - as will
be described later - after Hertz's original experiments- it
















by the same process. It was only when the thermionic
valve oscillator was invented by Armstrong and was found
to be limited ' to audio and radio frequencies that the
emphasis shifted to long waves. The return to microwaves
took place largely via ' radar and thanks to the development
of the reflex klystron and the cavity magnetron. Both
these devices rely for their operation on fairly high
voltage, a dense electron beam and a resonator cavity, all
of which tend ' to set' a limit as to how small the valve can
bo ' made and hence it appears that the upper ' frequency limit
is being reached at around 60,000 Ite/s (5 'mm.).■ ’ • , ’ 9 •
Several methods of filling the remaining . ' gap between 
0.5 cm. and 0.1 mm. have been tried at ' various times.
These will be described in some detail. Finally this thesis
will concern itself with work on microwaval spark , genera­
tors, both theoretical and experimental, using the wave­
guide is well as optical and semi-optical techniques.
2. Coherent' sources ' of mm. waves a
In discussing ■ the various types ' of mm. wave generators,
it is often necessary.to'consider their coherence. A source
can be called coherent if the phase of ' the generated wave
is at ' all times related to'some reference phase by'a fixed
law. If, on the other hand, arbitrary shifts in phase take












fully significant when 'one' ,.003^1:0^ the effect .of mixing
the wave with a fixed frequency clntinulue 'lSdUUlator 'and 'of
detecting the intermediate frequency. With ' 'a , coherent wave
the detector will reproduce all the "inOormaOiln" about
relative amplitudes and frequency and no more, while with
an Incoherent wave the detector output will dlntaUn random
variations due to phase changes, which will constitute noise.
If waves are generated Un short pulses with small duty
ratio (ratio of pulse width to pulse period) it is clear that
when the pulse of oscillation is appreciably longer than the
period of intermediate frequency, there need be no common
reference phase between the individual pulses unless the
detector itself is phase sensitive*
The effect of random displacement of phase of a pulse
of oscillation with respect to a continuous local oscillation
on i.f output, and the resultant noise in a peak detector
has been studied by Jelonek. Fig; 1. token from his paper
shows the resulting shift in envelope which is given by the
expression x' « —£ cos 20*
4
where X1 is time shift of the leading edge
Tq is the i.f. period











An identical expression gives the phase shift of the trail­
ing edge, .except for 0' the phase at the end of pulse - in
place of ' This paper gives also the maximum amplitude
of noise voltage caused by these phase differences when the







amplitude of pulse at the demodulating filter 
pulse length
audio frequency bandwidth 
pulse repetition frequency 
carrier frequency
as an example, if fa « 10 kc/s, fr » 1000 pps*,
c/b and Z = 0.1 u Boo., then the ^dodmttm signal
to noise ratio a 10 4“ = I 0 J— Je*50^ a So
The pulse contains 3,000 cycles and if the inter­
mediate frequency of 45 Mc/s is chosen, there will be some
4 to 5 cycles of the intermediate frequency in the output
pulse* .
It is of interest to note also, that the noise is
maximum when the if. pulse envelope is rectangular and is
loss for pulses with sloping edges*
2*1* Coherent. Monochromatic. sources . . of mm. . waves
The most important monochromatic sources are the
















fully Investigated and described that having become - as it
wore - classical generators they merit no further discussion
here beyond . stressing again that with present technique they
do not appear to work successfully below 6 mm* although
5 mm* magnetrons have been made, but even at twice that .
wavelength the difficulties . of construction are very great,
the stability of operation in particular avoidance of mode
jumping and requisite power output is difficult to achieve
and the life is short. ' Bpangenberg gives the relation
between flux density % voltage Gud current T*/x,
and the wavelength ratio of two magnetrons W ' ^4, and
dimensional ratio ! -.as;
. 'A. s £
Vi/ 3 * 5* i,"
Figure 2 plots the output power against wavelength for i
number of modern British and American reflex klystrons.
(w)Recently it has been reported from Franco that klystrons
working . in the 8 ram. region have been developed to give up
to 40 mw. power output, while around 4 cm. power output of
5 watte (continuous) has been measured on another tube.
These tubes are still In development, A 5 cm. water
cooled klystron producing 500 watt output has been exhibi­
ted recently in this country.
Even more striking results have been obtained with the
backward travelling wave tube (or "0" type clfcinotron)*
























amplifier, except that the travelling wave - novog in the
opposite direction to the electron heam, - If - the electron 1
beam is made to interact with the travelling wave at regular
intervals, it is quite - possihle - - to arrange the two velocities
so that the electron - always sees the wave in the same phase
and is thus suitably accelerated - by short - equidistant
pulses, 1000 s- bunches the electrons and the bunches in- turn
induce - and amplify the travelling wave. As long as certain
basic conditions are satisfied and the structure carrying
the travelling wave is matched at both ends to prevent
reflections and forward travelling waves, the system will
oscillate and can be tuned over very wide range of
frequencies by changing the beam voltage. Great strides
have been made in America in developing these valves and.,
individual tubes tuning between 4,9 and 5.3 mm. and also
between 4,8 and 6.7 mm. have been reported giving an output
of the order of 1 mw. The lower limit appears to lie at
present around 2.5 mm. This tuning ds obtained by varying
the beam potential, wavelength being somewhat inversely
proportional to - voltage, and from the published figures dt
appears that the rate- of changes of frequency with voltage
18 Of the order of 20Uo/V around 1^,0300 V (7 cm.) and 6 Uo/V 
around 2,000 V (5 mm. ). The jada difficulty in o•oaLel:xin^g
the very wide frequency range is the absolute necessity for
matching over the whole band which has not been possible to 


















It is as yet difficult to foresee the use for these
valves hut it seems clear that as sources of monochromatic
waveo they would call'for supply stability of the order of
.005$ to keep the frequency within 1 Uc of . desired value.
The solution will probably be found on the lines of the
Pound stabiliser used with klystrons.
It would appear that the backward travelling wave
oscillator will offer a good, working solution to the pro­
blem of generation of millimetric waves.
Of other methods of producing monochromatic waves in
the mm* region the most important to-day are various forms
of harmonic generators using the klystron or the magnetron
as the source of the fundamental oscillation at lower
frequency.
2*2. Harmonic . generators of ..mm, waves
Both the klystron and the magnetron generate waves
which are not strictly sinusoidal, such effects as non
uniform bunching in a klystron or magnetic field distribu­
tion in a magnetron may be the cause of this, . ^Since both
valves. employ cavities of high Q the harmonics ere of
necessity very weak:, hence klystron harmonics are negligible.
In pulsed magnetrons the peak powers can be very large
hence harmonics become appreciable. This then is one


















Another method ds to use -the non-linear characteristic
of a sOIOcoo or - germanium crystal# When microwave energy
impinges on,'' - a crystal, rectification takes place resulting
in the crystal - reradiatdng waves rich In harmonics*
2*2*1# - Magnetron harmonics -
The theory behind magnetron harmonics appears to be - -too
complex to lead to any numerical predictions, Ulin and
others who obtained some e^perrieeLtal evidence for these
found that even minor unaccountable changes in manufacturing
techniques, such as occur between the manufacture of
successive batches of one type of magnetron lead to con­
siderable changes in harmonic content.
By filtering out fundamental and lower order harmonics
by the use of tapered waveguides and - then dispersing the
remaining harmonics by an echellette grating they observed
the following maximum peak powers in the fourth to tenth
harmonic of 5J31 magnetrons - (l#25 cm* fundamental; peak
power of the order of 20 Kw in' - 0*5 -microsec. - pulse) 300,000,
36,000; 7,200; 2,200; 2,800; 70; 120 respectively# The
observed average signal to noise ratios from third'to
eighth were 400,000; 18,000; 9,000; 1,100;- 1,000, 300 
crespectively, „ s 1 corresponding to 0*6 peak power*
The main troubles with this sort of mm* wave generator
are difficulties in varying the frequency and the need to











enough power in the desired harmonic* For example, the
peak powers for the 3rd harmonic! (just over 3 rm. wave) have
heen found to vary from valve to valve "eew^ejn 1 mw. and
60 mw*
Since all magnetrons tested have been made to work in
the fundamental mode, It is possible that suitable distortion
could result in magnetrons' rich in harmonics although not
very good in fundamental mode# No such work has been
reported to date,
2*2.2.. Crystal. venerated . harmonics
The current through and voltage across a semi conductor
such as a silicon or germanium crystal are related within
certain limits by the law















When a low frequency signal is applied to such a device, the
resultant distortion in current wave form will he rich in
harmonics. At high frequencies it is not possible to take
this .simple view because of crystal capacity as well as
spreading resistance.
When this . is considtftl> the expressions . for ' generated •
harmonics . become very involved. Christensen attempted to
calculate . this by neglecting C, He arrived at an
expression for power in harmonics in the form
P » —• • ——— Wfttforhh»M 1% 1 Xb |4<bk WWTr>
whore . k is . a constant approximately equal to the crystal ,
* current,
Il is a figure characteristic of each harmonics,
r is the ' spreading resistance (about 16IL)
Thus for 7th harmonic ,
k » 2.74 mA 
II a . 12
P7m«. « ‘IS F*
Where input power at fundamental frequency . was *69 mW
corresponding to maximum input Voltage of 0.5 V and current
of 2.75 mA, Thus the 7th harmonic is 36.4 db below
fundamental power. A similar calculation shows that the
9th harmonic should be 48 db below fundamental power.
These results have been compared by Christensen with those
obtained from an experiment conducted at comparatively low
O - Calculated.
• - OBTAINED FROM A SCAuED EXPERIMENT 
&v Measurement.




















frequencies which gave the conversion loss as in Pig* . 4.
which contains. also the calculated ' values and the results
of experiment conducted with 5 cm* klystron supplying the
fundamental power*
Tests ' . conducted' by Johnson, Slager & King using
klystrons working at. higher frequencies led to results . 
which are illustrated' in Fig. 5. The same authors examined
the . effects of varying the fundamental power and found that
harmonic power increases at a greater than linear rate
within the limits of the experiment in which maximum funda­
mental power was 50 mW* Since ' no selection of even as
against odd harmonics appears, the crystal current must be
a power series of voltage in spite of the apparent linearity
of modern crystals at powers in excess of 0.1 mW.
Considerable work has also been done by Gordy and
collaborators in connection with mm. wave spectroscopy.
They have reported success down to .77 mrn. waves.
Attempts to improve harmonic power - by biasing the
crystal have led to inconclusive results in so far as an
improvement has been observed in a few cases, but not as
a rule.
The signal to noise ratio depends very much on the
amplifier used and, in particular, great improvement can
be obtained with very narrow band or with phase sensitive
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, Conversion loss in crystal Generated Harmonics.
(after JOHNSON, SLAVER AND KING. pASHEP LINE. SUPERIMPOSES
















noise ratio of well over 60 db can be expected up to • the
6th harmonic. . Silicon crystals have been commonly used
although investigation on welded germanium crystals proved
them superior to silicon ones.
The hamonic generator has the great advantage of being
a source of monochromatic radiation and fairly stable at
that, since the klystron or magnetron generating the funda­
mental can be made in theband where stability and good life
can be achieved. On the other hand the limited tuning
permissible on the fundamental source does not ■ allow for
continuous variation of frequency. Usually a coverage of
5% around the centre frequency is all that can be expected.
It is true that 10$ of 30,000 Mc/s is quite a wide
band, nevertheless it is only a small portion of the
spectrum. On the other hand the driving klystron must be
very closely stabilised since the harmonics accentuate any
instability.
Fig. 6. below gives a typical set-up for harmonic
generation using a coax or a wave guide feed. Other
ingenious systems have been described recently by Wilshaw,
Lamont and Hickin.
harmonic w ■* h&tf Marne.























Details of arrangements and suitable circuits have been
discussed at length by - Gorcdy - Smith and Trambarulo.
2.6* The ., Cerenkov ,,Generator
Following the discovery by Cerenkov that visible
radiation is emitted when fast electron beam passes through
matter, it has been proved theoretically by Frank and Tamm
thatithe electrons traverse a medium- with a 'velocity greater
than that of light through the same medium then light will
be radiated* This theory has been extended to show that
all waves will be radiated whose velocities of propagation
through a given ' medium are - lower than that of a beam of
electrons crossing the medium* If the electron velocity
is u and the dielectric constant of the medium at a given
frequency f is k then the velocity of propagation of a wave
at that frequency % S henco the wave an be raWaU* if
v> ~ or -*2—?>| , the direction of radiation making an
angle a. with - direction of the beam suchjthat wcosk » j=
Since the electrons cannot bo made to cross the medium
undisturbed one either has to let the beam go through a
hole in the medium or very close to its surface, which has
been shown to be as good.
The latter case is the most promising to achieve. In
that case it has been shown that the power radiated by a











where L % length of beean in medium
t » Distance ' of beam Above medium surface
kQ « Dielectric constant of air (MKS units)
Twiss shows that the frequency around which maximum.
energy is raDiateD is given by
r uxTo m = mrc
which means that for any DesireD wavelength X to correspona
to conDition of maximum energy * C - '/to for 60 kev electrons 
anD for 500 kev# Thus for mm. waves practical
Difficulties will DemanD ultra high electron velocities.
It * can be shown that if the beam, insteaD of being
continuous, were buncheD so^Hiat each bunch woulD be less
1/than ^2 space charge wavelength long * the raDiateD wave
woulD consist only of harmonics of the frequency of bunchesi
as long as these satisfy the basic consiDerations of the 
Cerenkov effect. In that case the power raDiateD at a . 
wavelength * X woulD be ___
p s x-~ 0-.tO e • 1 i
Where I »
L 33
the average current i n the bunche a beimn 
length of dielectric
UnDer practical conDitions this gives a power output at
5 mm. of tire 03t<1^3^' of 100 microwTTt , which has to bcrnulti- 
plieD by a further factor <1 depending on the of
concentrating the energy on a receiver.
The Difficulties of raDiating shorter waves appear at



















2*4* The . "Doppler" Generator
When an electron, moving at velocities where relati­
vistic effects take place, accelerates, it radiates energy.
This led several writers to discuss the ••possibility of pro­
ducing mm. waves by this means. Some success was achieved
by Mots and collaborators by making these fast electrons
cross a succession of magnetic fields.of opposite polarities
(an undulator) so that the electrons describe a sinusoidal
path. This is equivalent to a steady axial motion with
transverse oscillation,superimposed, or an oscillator
travelling at very high speed. For a stationary observer*,
by virtue of the rolativistic Doppler effect, the frequency
of radiation varies from maximum if,the oscillator approaches
him to a minimum if it recedes. At any angle© the observed
frequency will be
whero is the distance between alternate poles, i.e. half
wavelength of the sinewave described by the • beam.
The term in brackets is the effect • • of relativistic
contraction within'the Doppler • effect. This expression 
assumes an infinitely long undulator. Since the observer 
is stationary he receives a whole spectrum of frequencies
incoherently. This can be overcome theoretically by
bunching the electrons to such an extent that the observer
facing the oncoming beam receives a series of pulses which















the - hunches are less than half wavelength of radiation long, 
i.e. for 1 run. waves the hunches have to 'he less than .5-man.
long and occur every 1 in along the beam.
In practice the beam is cent through a waveguide across
the undulator which can be shown to lead to a number of modes
r . s (■{'+ *£22 )•-===..***'*' XK > V|-CU/^)V
a* and b* are the waveguide dimensions contracted according
to Lorents law.
'Theoretically, large powers can be expected at mm.
range* Ii" the experiments carried out the undulator
consisted of 14 pairs of poles, 4 cm. apart. The electrons
came from a 3-5 Mev accelerator and were bunched at
2856 Mc/s to within 30° of the travelling wave. 'Waves 
\were detected In a band around 1.9 mm* at an estimated peak
power of over 10 watts. This power could probably be
increased with ' ' a better ' design of the equipment, 'but it is
doubtful if one could make this generator'into.a strictly
monochromatic - one, Z .. , , 1
The very large voltages required and - the.vary exacting

















6♦ Incoherent _ eonyoea Qf morn * waves
Two such sources will ho DescribeD here: the microwavemc 
generator anD the microwave spark generator. In the case 
of the latter source it will be shown that unDer suitable
circumstances it neeD not be incoherent (within the
earlier Definition of that term).
6.1. Microwave noise generator •
A black boDy whose teraeraturo exceeDs absolute zero
raDiates energy in the form of incoherent noise. The
available noise power a kT3
where k is Boltzmanns constant
T is absolute temperature
B is banDwiDTh over which raDiaTion takes place
or is measureD.
Any source of noise can thus be DescribeD in terras of an
equivalent black boDy temperature*
The temperatures To which orDinary boDies can be
raiseD for The purpose of generating noise are too small
for effective output power, at least on The laboratory
level (very high temperatures anD Therefore powerful sources
of noise Do exist in The universe outsiDe our planet).
It is known, however, That The electrons in The
positive column of a gas Discharge have energies corres­
ponding to a very high temperature. Cobine gives The
following graph (Fig. 7.) representing the relation between
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■ : Pig.7. ' ;
ELECTgQN TEMPEgATUgE AS RELATED. TO IONISATiqn














The ratio of . electron temperature.anD ionisation potential
( "**//. ) anD. The proDuct of pressure, raDius . of Discharge' L
column anD.a constant characteristic of the . gas.(p.R.C.0
■ . ■ ■The values of C anD are as follows:-
C V*1
Helium (He) 5,9'X 10“® 24,5
He on (He) 5.9 X 10“® 21,5
Argon (A 0 5.3 X 10“2 15.7
Mercury Vapour (Hg) 1.1 ‘X 10“/ , 10.4
Thus it will he seen that by suitable choice of gas,
tube radius and pressure, temperatures of the order of . 
10^% can be obtained. One is not quite free to choose
the values of p and r arbitrarily,' because other conditions^
such as current density a (pressure) make it advisable to 
keep the product p.f constant, i.e. reduction of radius
calls for increase in pressure.
As an example a tube Diameter filleD with argon
aT 50 mm* Hg pressure shoulD give electron temperature of
11,000°% or noise power of 15,8 Db above 290°% ambient.
A Diameter tube filled with argon at 20 rani, pressure
shoulD give electron temperature of 12,600°% or noise power 
16,4 Db above 290°%, Johnson anD Dormer using such tubes 
found noise powers in excess of 290°% of 15.5 Db anD 17.4 Db 
respectively showing gooD agreement with Theory. The first










Similar experiments carried out in the Q hand by
Bridges gave the following results:
Tube Io. 1 (No) 2 . (Ai
Gas pressure mm. Hg. 60 20
Insertion loss db .3 d
VSWR 1.1 1.1
Tube current mA 45 35
Measured noise ■ ternp.°X. 19,600 11,500
Noise figure db 18.2 15.9
Calculated noise temp.°K. 21,000 10,000
Por best results the correct tube diameters, gas
pressure and discharge current have to he found empirically.
Reducing the diameter and increasing pressure in direct
proportion with wavelength reduction the equivalent
temperature remains constant, hence tubes can be designed
for appropriate bandwidth©. The tube can be placed across
the long dimension (X axis) of the guide or along its
length (Z ' axis) with the guide bent to keep the electrodes













The ' total power depends, 'of course, .on the bandwidth
(kTB) l.e. at.an equivalent ..black ■ body temperature of io"
*19the available energy per cycle is of the order of 10 watts.
Mumford ' in his investigations of noise generated by
discharge tubes obtained a very interesting confirmation
5of Wien’s displacement law which appears to apply down to
frequencies in the mm. region.
The Wien’s law is a direct outcome of Planck’s law
which states that the energy density per unit wavelength
range radiated by a black body at absolute temperature T
around wavelength A. is given by the expression
EX,°
where c is velocity of light
h is Planck’s constant
k is Boltzmann’s constant
If plotted'this gives a ' series of curves shown in
graph, Pig. 9. /
Energy distribution . of radiation















When The maximum energy is founD iT io seen That the
proDuct . of wavelength at which maximum energy is raDiateD
( 0*) anD the corresponDing absolute Temperature (T) is
constant anD equal to 0.288 cm* Degree. This is Thi 
Wien’s Displacement law* For boDies other than black,
The value of A^T is still constant, but less Than 0*280.
MumforD * founD that a mercury Discharge Tube (contain- 
iing also Argon for starting purposes) proDuceD noise power
in The banD between 4200 anD 7500 Mc/s of 15*8 Db above
290 K, 1*Q. equivalent to a temperature of 11,400K. The
omeasureD A* for The Discharge is 2636*5 x 10 cm*, which
by Wien’ 8 law gives T = 11350 K which is in very close
agreement with observation.
The Planck’s law expresseD * in terms of energy Density
per unit banDwiDTh arounD a frequency f is given by
- \ —
AT the frequencies corresponDing To mm* waves (i.e. well
To the right of in The Fig* 9 above) 6 ==• I+
he*« ~ ~
which means that energy Density is inversely proportional 
to the square of wavelength. if The energy is feD through 
a suitable wave guiDe whose cross section is proportional
To , The total energy per cycle will be constant anD
















While the discharge tube offers a very simple source
of uniform noise power at any desired range, the energies
obtainable are too' small for any purposes other than,
developing and testing mm. wave components, especially
where ' wide hand matching problems are involved,
V/irk has also been carried out on radiation from high
pressure mercury arcs which are used for infra-red work.
Radiation within .3-.5 ram. was isolated by Daunt et al.
<~5The measured power was 1.2 x 10 watts per square cm.
The authors estimated that at 1 mm. the power : would be
reduced by a factor of 16. Experiments were also con­
ducted with thallous bromide, which, as a highly polar
compound, should give rise■to long infra-red radiation when
subjected to a discharge. The thallous bromide was intro­
duced into a discharge tube containing Helium at a few mm.
pressure. Only slight increase in power around .5 mm., as
compared with the mercury discharge tube, was observed.
3.2. The_microwave .. spark generator
This generator is a development of the original work
by Hertz in which he caused a circuit to oscillate at its
resonant frequency by producing first an electric discharge
across a gap in the circuit.
It can be proved theoretically, as will be discussed
in part II, that when field is made to change rapidly around











oscillation :characteristic of its shape and medium surround­
ing it. : Righi is : credited with “eing first to make a ' 
reasonably efficient radiator of ■ microwaves ■ in the ■ form
shown in Fig;. 10,
The ■ Righi generator'
The two balls were half immersed in oil so that the
high voltage had to be established across the entre gap
before it would break down. Thus Righi achieved a sudden
and large change in ■ field across the balls, which resulted
in radiation
Lebedev achieved the same results by substituting rods
of platinum for balls, ■ radiating waves down to 5 mm. Since
this pioneer work a great deal of experimental evidence has
been gathered using various systems which will now be dis­
cussed. A review of work done by various researches has
been published by the present author recently. Appendix I#
3.2.1. The dipole , system
This is the system used by Righi and Lebedev. As will







wavelength of the order of 7 ' times - the radius- while the
cylindrical dipole should radiate at wavelength of the ’ order
of. 2 to 4 times - the - overall length, depending on the - ratio
of length to diameter of the cylinders* A further increase
in wavelength in the ratio of relative dielectric constants
of surrounding media to air has to he made aa necessary.
The following table gives some of the results obtained;-
Spherical . dipole3;
Sphere dia. K mm. Vidius Experimentors
8 mm* 26 5*5 Righi (1895)
7.9 mm. 40 10.1 Hull (1897)






£/a A mm* A/f
40 2 20 101 2*52 Melloh (1940)
3O .9 33*3 54,5 2,15 Hasselbeck (1932)
22 1 22 55*5 2*52 : Melloh
20 ,9 22*2 52 S<50 Hasselbeck
12 1 12 45.9 3*82 Melloh














10 ,5 20 27 2.7 Nichols & Tear(l923)
6.6 .5 13.2 21.6 3.3 Nichols & Tear
6 .9 6,7 28.3 4.7 Ilasselbeck
4.5 .5 9 16.2 3.6 Lobius (1920)
4 .5 8 > 11 2.8 Nichols 6 Tear
4 ,9 4,45 21.3 5.3 Hasselbeck
8.6 6 2,3 Lebedev (1895)
.85 .25 3.4 4.2 4.9 Nichols & Tear
.4 .25 1,6 1.9 4,8 Nichols & Tear
(For detailed references see appended paper by the
author: Appendix I.)
Plotting f/ against one ' obtains the graph below
Pig, 11,, showing that as tends to infinity H/ tends
to 2, . The considerable differences obtained by various
experimenters are possibly due to different lengths of the
dipoles being sealed . in glass and immersed . in oil or para­
ffin, thus increasing the effective length of the dipole.
Apart from that it is seen that as one goes to shorter and
shorter vraves, . the combined effect.of increased ratio of
























in a dielectric such as glass (dielectric constant of the
order of 5) is to increase the ratio to over 5. In
view of the necessity to make the dipoles substantial
enough - to withstand repeated sparking and to mount them
securely, it would appear doubtful if one could reach wave­
lengths much below 2 mm. This, however, neglects the fact
that this generator radiates over a wide band of frequencies,
and co a dipole of reasonable dimensions can be - by suit­
able filtering - the source of waves down to 1 mm* or less.
This will be discussed at length in part II. IT estimate
of power has been given by . the experimenters, but it - appears
to lay in the microwatt region. A fuller discussion of
power output will - also be given in part II.
5*2.2, The . - fixed - - array system
In this arrangement a large number of dipoles spherical
or cylindrical,-are assembled end-on in several parallel
lines and high voltage pulses are applied across the whole
array. Levitsky built up such an array using 8 nan. lead
balls fixed to a glass plate with canada balsam but gives
no results* She also built up an array using tiny pieces
of molybdenum wire 2 mm. in diameter and varying in length
from 1 to 4 mm. These were again fixed to- a glass plate
with canada balsam in rows,- the rows being kept 1 mm. apart*
She measured the wavelength of radiation with the help of
various plane - and concave gratings and found many - maxima














Some of the wavelength and corresponding intensities




35 .. 75. .92 136 ' . 187 270 SOS 550 438 . 470
12 1*6 4 S 3.5 3 3.5 2 S
i
Later, however, she suggested that the shortest of • these
waves were possibly due to some other causes. Host of the
energy appeared to be radiated from the outermost elements
of each row*
Similar experiments using 12 mm. balls have been con­
ducted by Montant who claims to have generated an appreciable
amount of energy spread over a very wide spectrum. This
system suffers from the serious disability of adjusting the
individual gaps so that as time goes on the arcing becomes
irregular and fewer elements radiate.
3*2.3. The mass . radiator
' The difficulties of adjusting an array have been over­
come by Glagoleva Arkadieva by suspending the elements in
oil* The suspension is then drawn between two electrodes
to which the high voltage pulse is applied, causing violent
sparking. Several modifications of this idea have been
tried such as: stirring the suspension to keep it uniform 
by air blast and then taking it up to the electrodes by a



















electrode on to another "clow; allowing the suspension - to
fall slowly as in - an - hour glass between the electrodes
placed in the neck of the glass; forcing the suspension
through 'a horizontal - tube past -the electrodes, - etc*.......
All of these methods appear to work fiarly satisfactor­
ily but very irregularly due to the random variations of
number of elements in ' each sample sparked when the pulse
is applied*
In the experiments performed by Glagoleva Arkadieva
and by Cooley & Kohrbaugh, the particles woro iron or
aluminium fillings of sizes varying from *5 to 5*2 mm*;
accordingly, radiation extends -over very wide spectrum from
100 microns to several millimetres*
Daunt and others repeated those experiments using lead
shot of diameters - between 1*1 and - 1*55 mm* suspended in oil
(castrol h). The resultant output examined with the help
of an echelette grating gave the relation between intensity
and wavelength reproduced in Fig* 12*
This shows a maximum at 5*7 mm. with a half power
spread from 4 mm* to 8 rem* The figure of 5.7 mm* compares
well with the theoretical one 4*5 mm.
when one corrects for the dielectric effect- of oil. (It
is interesting to note that an e stimated 90% of energy
radiated was at wavelength shorter than 5 cm* ) - The




















Of 80' - per second is estimated - by - the authors as 30 mW,
although only 5 ' mW could actually be beamed out.
Glagoleva Arkadieva attempted- to calculate the maximum
power obtainable under optimum conditions:
Let D » diameter of spheres in suspension
d s distance between centres of spheres
k r ratio of volume of spheres to vol.
of mixture
kQ s iaxiraum possible value of k,
then d. = D (— I)
per cm,3 = * . 3/ s — • 10 T®“lt»/ i
3- X. p*
capacity,between a pair of spheres
breakdown voltage between a pair
3number of spheres per cm* a density
of suspension
A plot of energy against k shows that maximum energy
corresponds to k » 123 of kQ which for 1 mm. spheres gives
maximum energy of about 3 x 10~® joules/cm.®, i.e. - with
SO sparks per second, maximum power a 240 mW. - Daunt et al,
worked with a random density of suspension, which fell by 
3/ 1/ fgravity between two - spherical electrodes 34* and 3 2" dia.
respectively, and sex^arated by 1 cm. so that the volume
3sparked is approximately equal to 1 cm. . Average number

















to output power of about 45 mW as against the estimated 30mW.
The difference between actual and calculated- output power
may well be due to the likelihood that not all spheres radiate\ ■
because some gaps may not break down and also these sparks
which do occur may not be simultaneous, in which case
reduction.in power can be expected. Nevertheless, there
is a satisfactory ' agreement between - theory and experiment
here,
3.2•4* Other systems
Several other systems have been tried. Some success
was achieved with vibrating spheres, but the most interest­
ing case is that studied by Dickey. He produced mercury
droplets by allowing a column of mercury to emerge at a
controlled rate out of a tube. The column was kept at a
ihigh potential so that the droplets on emerging carried
with them a charge. The droplets fell towards a pool at
the bottom held at a low potential. Thus, just before
reaching the pool surface a breakdown occurred in the gap■ i
between - the droplet and the pool - - and this caused radiation.
Both the number of droplets per second and their size could 3
be studied for various sizes of these almost spherical
droplets. Dickey f3und that the maximum of radiated power 
corresponded with A » 7 x diameter, - which is about twice
as large as would be expected. The system appears to work











immobile, Also the rate of pulsing is United by the rate
of producing mercury droplets, which is noO high,
5,2.5, The question. of . coherence of , spark venerated waves 
It is clear that the mass radiator is an incoherent
radiator, so will probably be the fixed array because of
the possible time lags between the breakdown of the many
gaps. The dipole system will also radiate incoherently -
within the definition of the term given earlier, wiless some
filtering is achieved. The very heavy ddapljn) hi? the
radiation from a mm. wave spark generator will cause the
individual • pulses of radiation to last for only a few cycles,
which at - • say - 3,10 • c/s means pulse length of the order 
—10of • 10 v • sec.j hence for the signal to remain coherent through
the intermediate stage the i.f, frequency would have to be
greater than 10 • c/s, which is impracticable on account of
the very low conversion efficiency of mixers and absence of
amplifiers at that • order of frequencies. if, on the other
hand, the spark generated wave were first sent through a
band pass filter, there would be a considerable loss of power
but also a lengthening of the pulse (the narrowing of the
spectrum of the signal is equivalent to the reduction in
damping)),. Thus, if the pulse were made some 100 cycles long, 
i,each cycle ^",^5 seconds, the i.f , ooilh b h reduce h oo 
some 300 Hc/s, which being feasible, the generator could now
be made coherent. in order to achieve this, the filter


















at microwave frequsnoies - by waveguide filters*
The inherent variations of power from pulse to pulse
due - to differences in voltage at 'breakdown and changes , - in
composition of liquid and gas in the gap will result in
additional noise - and add to incoherence, and this defect
must be reduced as far as possible by special attention to
the spark mechanism*
4* Detect i on of _ - mm. - waves .
The very small powers radiated in the mm. wave - region
virtually limit the - detectors available to three: the 
bolometer, the Golay cell and the crystal.
4.1. The - bolometer' ■ - ■ * 1 ‘ ■
The usual type of bolometers used at cm* waves for
larger powers are not suitable, nor are the infra-red
bolometers efficient enough at these wavelengths* Daunt
et al. -used bolometers based on work done by T/llerdorff.
These are made in the form of a silver film a few Angstrom
thick deposited on very clean mica strips, with a narrow
strip of thicker silver layer deposited over the thin film
to act as conductor of the heat energy absorbed by the thin
film* The back of the mica strip is also coated with silver
to reduce radiation loss. Two such units are usedin a
bridge, one expose3 to radiation and the other acting as
compensating unit to balance out any environmental changes*






















time conseane was of the order of 3 seconds. This has the
disadvantage when working with pulsed sources such as spark
gcnboatooo of giving the mean power which is very small on
account of the very small,duty ratio (pulse width to pulse
period)# On the other handthe detector tends to average
out the power generated , by individual pulses which la very
useful when there are large random variations from pulse to
pulse as in all types of spark generators#
4,2. The h Golay . cell
This device has been described by Golayin a series of
papers. it has been developed to detect infra and far
infoa-oed radiation. The principle of this device is the
expansion of a gas when it absorbs heat energy. The
radiation falls on an aluminium layer a few Angstrom thick
deposited on collodion 100 Angstrom thick, which absorbs
the energy and transmits it to a small gas cell behind#
The gas bxu<aodo flexing a mirror made of antimony at the
rearof the cell. The mirror has a surface tension of
120 dynbo/um. A . narrow; beam of light falls on the mirror ■
and is reflected back to a photocell. The flexing of the ■ 
mirror causes deflection of the beam and, in consequence,
loss of photocell illumination. The photocell output is ■ ,
amplified. in order to avoid d.c* amplification , the light
beam can be interrupted at a suitable rate by a rotating disc

















which is much shorter than the previously described bolometer. 
The estimated noise of the cell, which is - also the minimum 
energy that can be detected, is of the order of 5 x 10 watts.
Since the Golay cell measures average energy it can
best be used for continuous sources such as harmonic
generators and is not very efficient when spark generators
are used. The small cavity containing the gas tends to
resonate at around 2 mm*, hence the cell cannot be used
reliably above 2 mm, wavele - gths, but it appears to be the
most sensitive receiver of continuous energy around 1 mm. , 
wavelength.
4.5* The - crystal detector
The last years have seen considerable advances in the 
development of crystal detectors from the original ^cat’s
whiskers*, luch information is available about the
characteristics of silicon crystal detectors in the cm*
wavelength region, and less in mm. region. At the power
levels obtainable the crystal operated as a square law device*
The voltage/power and resistance/power characteristics of a
Sylvania - crystal type llu 23 are given in the graph, Fig. 15.
These are typical of most silicon crystals, and show the
linear relation between voltage and power.
Torrey and Whitmer discuss the operation of a crystal














where r « R They derive the current sensitivity of the
crystal as
ig — P = T —— g P t'7T
where i » short circuit rectified current
P s rf power absorbed in crystal when matched
f s operating frequency
—L— (usually about 5000 hc/s)
-1
fp « 0
a is a constant varying from 2 to 15 volts . Denoting tho
current sensitivity at low - frequencies by fo - + r/R*
one ccm wrtte f .
Dickey derives voltage sensitivity by assuming the load
across the crystal to be R& in the form
g CtZi I
0~ p a “p * »■+ C-f/f,}*-
Where e is - the voltage change across- the load resistance ip
Taking the value of E as 300 ohms and Ep as 70 ohms
(coaxial line), one obtains - as typical values
/« -7*9 volts/watt at 3*6 x 1QpP c/s 
4.3 " " at 5.6 X 1qP° c/s
Compared with the values given in Fig. 13.-the figures
obtained by Dickey appear to refer to somewhat higher rf,
powers. Then the power is radiated over a wide band the
output is reduced by the bandwidth limitation of the
receiver. Dickey estimated also that for a spark generator
 PIG. t5
Tme Delation between Resistance. open cct voltage anp


















working at H pulGes/sec. and a receiver of bandwidth B, the
output voltage produced by radiated power p is given by 
„ f
1 x 1 x P X Y volts
which results in the minimum detectable energy of
.95 X 10"10 watts•at 56,000 Hc/e and of 1.7 x 10’10 watts 
at 56i00'0 Mc/s for'H « 1,000 pps,, which compares well with
Golay cell* It is doubtful, however, if these figures of
minimum signal power could be obtained on account of crystal
noise and a figure of 0*6 jftW has been quoted as minimum*
This, however, can be improved considerably by using very
narrow band amplifiers or gating circuits (Klein et al.)*
The most serious drawback of crystals is that their
sensitivity falls off so rapidly as frequency increases?.
Pig. 14, gives the current sensitivity 0 as found by the
above quoted expression • as well as by experiments, in terms
of p,
5* Conclusions
The • survey indicates the relative merits of the various
methods of generating ram. waves* Further research would
appear to be indicated on magnetron harmonics and on
improving the conversion efficiency of crystals*
Of the wide band sources the spark generator appears
most promising both on account of its comparative simplicity



















Relative current sensitivity of a cgvsTAL rectifier
(a) AS DEDUCED EXPERIMENTALLY (TOCREY AND WITMER)
(b) as obtained by scaled measurements Cchristensen)

















Tho wide band generated hy the , microwave spark . 
generator has been held in , the past as a serions handicap#
It may he that too much stress was laid on this point and
instead some attention should have hoen directed to possible
advantages of the wide hand.
To mention hut a few, the wide hand , allows a desired
narrower hand to he filtered out and modulated in tho wave­
guide so that a common generator might ho split into many
channels# The whole hand could he sent through a narrow
hand filter whose centre frequency could he varied hy a
modulating signal so that a fixed frequency narrow hand
receiver would receive a modulated signal. In the field
of measurements, a narrow hand variable frequency • receiver
could he used to study dielectric effects, absorption etc,
over a wide ramie of microwave frequencies, etc.
The inherent variations in power output of a spark
generator from pulse to pulse would make high precision of
measurement difficult, hut with suitably designed integrating
receivers or recorders the error could he reduced considerably,
A further study of the spark generator as a source of
mf, waves is called for and results of work in that direction














PART II. THE AITAALTSIS
1. Introduction
1,1. The Scone
• iTho discussion in Part I led to the conclusion that the 
possihilitiee of a spark microwave generator should he con­
sidered further. In this part, the emphasis will he laid
on the frequency spectrum of radiation from a simple spark
generator of the Righi-Lehedev type, and on various
consequences of the spectrum; its dispersion and filtering
will he followed up in detail. This will he followed hy a
discussion of power output.
The emphasis will ho laid throughout on a comprehensive
analysis of the aspects dealt with, although often the
results of tho analysis will not he followed up hy experi­
mental work:, which for obvious reasons was much • more
selective and concerned with the ultimate result of obtain­
ing millimetre waves. These remarks apply particularly to
the chapters dealing with dispersion and filtering, the
object there being to bring out their full significance when
applied to a wide hand source of radiation. Some of the
results quoted later can he found in standard textbooks, hut
it is believed that they have been hero arrived at hy a
I 'novel method and the • emphasis is laid at all times on the













devices analysed rather than on the radiation intensity and
resolving power which is of importance with discrete frequency
sources,
1*8# The , Source
The simple dipole system has been chosen so as to reduce
to the ' minimum the number of parameters - • which in the
author,s opinion based on the results obtained by • various
workers is essential if the output is to be kept reasonably
stable*
Tho expression for the wave radiated by the dipole will
be discussed in the next chapter*. It is based on the
assumption of an initantaneou3 chcrnae of field around the 
dipole. Such a Farad tfanot e fnooO, , o f emu, e, oftatntd
in practice. The collapse of the field depends on the
build up of discharge current and that depends again on the
magnitude and time rise of the overvoltage applied to the gap,
It has been stated that current across the gap will be of 
the form X * £
where o « charge of electron 
d « gap length
u a drift velocity of electrons
a « Townsend ionisation coefficient
Dickey uses the following argument to show the depend­















f g UL , "4 wtand u to • be constant, hence X - -j- o
Since the time concerned is very short, he assumes a 
i.e. .current
increases exponentially. When the rate of change of this
current equals the rate of change of the would, be oscilla­
tory current across the gap, oscillations commence. Thus,
if the oscillatory current across the gap is i1 a I* sin wt
wut
then Sts . or
fibL «c nt b / .
zh! i.e, •***. J » a/Tz
Hence, if I* is to bo appreciably large, (cu) must be" 
larger. than ((),
I
The relation between (au) and voltage across the gap
has been given by Dickey and is reproduced here in Fig. 15.
This shows the order of voltages across the gap that are 
11required; e.g.. for 5 mm. radiation, au a 4 x 10 hence
required voltage is 650• kV/cm. For 1 mm* radiation
ec a 2 X 10 calling for a voltage of 4,000 kV/cm. Thus
with a gap of the order of .05 mm. long a voltage of the
order of 20 kV ' would be required with a time rise of the 
order of 1 millimicrosecond to produce 1 mm. waves of
appreciable power.
Such overvoltages with such short rise times are not
easily obtained and it 'appears that the function of the
paraffin oil v/hich has very high breakdown strength is to
allow that to happen. The auxiliary gaps also help in the
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A ’ rapidly charging field can “e analysed, by • Ponrier ■ . 
transform, to find that Is spectrum is very wide, If this
spectrum ' contains'the natural frequency of oscillation•of ■
the dipole, then' the dipole • • will ho excited and reuadiato . 
the • energy at that frequency, This gives atfther,way of
looking at the problem* • In either case, assuming , a
rapidly changing voltage, it is necessary to examine now
tho natural frequency of oscillation and the damping
chorochorishic of dipoles*
2* The ,,, sflf~ofcii.lntiot , of a , ,dipole radiator
The theory behind the working of the spark microwave
generator is the self-oscillation of a rod or a sphere when
subjected to•a sudden change of electric field such as may
result • from an electric discharge*
The problem has exercised the human mind for a long
time, because it is also the basis of the solution to the
behaviour of an aerial of arbitrary shape. Basically the
solution of Maxwell'S equations with a zero field at the
aerial boundary would give the answer.
In the simplest case, that of a sphere, a solution has
been obtained first by Thomson, and later by Stratton and
others, Schellkunoff gives a very simple solution which 
is reproduced here (Advanced Antenna Theory, pp, 152*154),





infinitesstaally snail dipole perpendicular to its radius is 
known to be
where p » a 4*
c = velocity oi on wave
r S3 distance from dipole
y a pormeability
Consider a sphere of radius a and let a field E 
impressed, across its vertical dlanetor at time t a 0, 





whero T denotes integration round a closed contour c#c
Transforming from E (a,0) to E (r,0) With the help of
earlier expression (l) we got
fc® icir ) r
the poles are p « 0
and dz)*pr+l*0 giving where
hoc E. <W). V [£. %***' e *













TTrtYt/■» ca 4+ rH 1 1 Tiza onn-rt +T^e4- + Vi/a rl «m-r» 4 v*» rr nAr(O + nri+’ 4 cs aL =. ““
In'1898, Abraham obtained a solution_for an ellipsoid
of revolution* The problem has also been solved and extended
to tho ■ case of forced oscillations by Brillouin (1904), Page
and Adams (1938), Stratton and Chu (1941) and ■ ■ Ryder (1942),
Briefly, the method used is ■ to assume an ellipsoid
whose axis of revolution is 2a, and tho axis perpendicular
to it is 2b, with 2a> 2b (prolate spheroid), *
’’Maxwell1© equations arc then transformed ■ to spheroidal
co-ordinates based on a system of . confocol ellipses and
hyperbolae with focal distance ;
The conversion from Cartesian 
system is obtained by
and the boundary conditions are set by identifying one of
the ellipses with the metallic surface of the aerial and
making E = 0 along it.
By separating the variables it is possible to obtain







are, however, very involved, and approximations have to he
introduced. Ahraham postulated a quantity £- *
In the light of later work hy Ilallen, the now generally
accepted factor A=ll*n is preferred, so that 6 =
By neglecting terms or orders higher than , Ahrahsn
arrived at the solution for for the funda­
mental and generally for higher modes ' A = A + ii-tlmu)
with a fundamental mode decrement of 4 L2Jt and higher
mode decrements U’SB+atnIX,
KJL
Page and Adams attempted to solve the problem hy
numerical computations of expansions. Those expansions
hfall into two groups: when 0,6 < ~ $ 1, i.e. a sphere orb r
nearly a sphere and when ~ is very ; small, i.e. a very
elongated ellipsoid.
For the first case they obtained the following results:
V
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. 6 1.625 3.214









In the second case, the results are as follows (including
in brackets Abraham's results for comparison)
0
-II '
162 HP if’ x
'(') Tcoi^rooS) iouO’oim)
$ o(o) ■0<(J ■xh <•»*»)
These results leave a gap as yet unsolved between
/a s ‘ .6 and /a « .135, By extrapolating the tv/o sets of
results L, Brillouin obtained tho following graphs: Figs.l6A 
and B,
Since the results for eccentricity around 1 are con­
gested, this has been replotted to a "log /a" scale, which
allows for corrections to be made to each graph in turn.
Stratton & Chu, dealing with the ellipsoid as a trans­
mitting aerial calculated and plotted the impedance from
which one can estimate the following values
V/a ' -4 ’1.41 z 10 1.41 X 10"® 1.41 X 10"2 .142
X/4a 1,02 1.03 1.05 1,11
<? 16.7 10.9 5.4 2.25
c? .188 . 288 .582 1.4
Only rough estimates were possible because actual
figures are not available, but since the range overlaps that
obtained by Page & Adams j one can estimate the possible ' error
 125
to'5 to'4 to"5 to'2 to"1 -2 -5
b/u (on log scale)
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and fill ' in the point corresponding to^/a » .142 with fair 
accuracy.' This point is indicated on the'graphs hy a cross*
One other point is of some importance: The solutions 
show that the natural frequency is inversely proportional
to the square root of the dielectric constant of tho
surrounding medium, i.e. if the ellipsoid is embedded in
paraffin (dielectric constant = 2.25) then an infinitely
thin ellipsoid will •• oscillate at a frequency 1.5 times less
than if in air, hut the log decrement is not affected hy the
medium.
This leads to the following conclusion; if we assume
that the natural oscillation is of the form
g iiM J = g s**
in air, then in a dielectric of constant £ it will become
Q SvPf T where /o -
The same natural frequency could he obtained with an
ellipsoid in air, hut approximately f x longer which would
in 'turn reduce the ' log decrement to hence, of two aerials
embedded ' in ' different dielectrics ' and ' oscillating at the
same natural frequency, 'the ' lower the dielectric ' constant, ' 
the less.will'the oscillation he.damped. ....
The importance of the solution for ellipsoid lies in
the fact that a very thin ellipsoid can he taken as a good














commonly cylindrical than ; ellipsoidal in shape. On the
other hand, ..the solution of haroelVs equations for any hut . 
infinitely thin cylinders is so difficult that no exact
answer is known. There aro, however, several good .
approximate methods which give satisfactory answers as long
as Si is not too small. The most appropriate are based on
the Hallen method. Instead of laxwell’s equations, Hlaien
starts from magnetic • and electric vector potentials (which,





then it can. he 
25 axis then
Ji
electric current density 
electric charge volume density
shown that if current is parallel to the
TpUt
where
Since . one has to consider an actual aerial at high
frequency, which to all intents and purposes is a cylinder
of infinitely thin walls, the potentials have to take into
account the rather complex interaction between current
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Equation (5) io the integro-differential equation solved hy
Hallen hy a method of iteration. The solution which con­
tains the factor -o mentioned earlier, is very complex, . and
it has heen extended only to terms , thus its accuracy
is limited to aerials for which is negligihle.
The greatest draw-hack to this theory appears to he
the effect of end surfaces. The assumption that current
is 0 at the end surfaces which is made in the theory cannot
he accepted, and leads to a possible error, unless the aerial
is made in the form of a cylindrical tube with infinitely
thin walls.
Hallen calculated the natural frequencies of several of
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Tho plot of V/.d and Ff against 4^ corresponding
■uto /a used earlier is given in Fig, 17. which contains for
comparison tho values found hy Page & Adams and hy Strattoi(
Several advances have heen made to Hallen*s theory,
notahly hy King and Middleton, hut these are mainly concerned
with the solution of receiving and transmitting aerials and
the effects of feeds, etc. and are not of direct interest
here*
2*1* Some experimental evidence
Looking hack at Fig, 17., it will he seen that as far
as length of aerial is concerned the two solutions, i.e. one
hased on ellipsoid and the other on cylinder*, approach one
another for very thin aerials hut differ increasingly for
short ones* The experimental evidence collected over the
years has heen concerned mainly with recoiving and trans­
mitting aerials which require a serious adaptation of the
theories to allow for feed, capacity between centre falls or
face and earth. The only extensive investigation of self--*
oscillating aerials appears to have heen carried out hy
 Compacison cp Results ortainej g>y Wallen,












Lindman (1932) * Webb & V/oocdman and Nichols & Tear also
carried out some systematic measurements, hut their dipoles
were partly embedded in glass or wood and partly in oil,
thus complicating the issue,
I
The details of Llndman's method will bo discussed later.
It will suffice to say here that he measured tho wavelength
of oscillation produced by a continuous rod resonator sus­
pended on silk threads when shocked into oscillation by a
primary, spark excited and very heavily damped radiator. . 
The following * table gives his results as well as results
expected from the Abraham and Hallen solutions (it will be
remembered that Abraham* s solution is very close to Page &
Adam*s).




24,2 ,13 24,5 24,44 25,45
73.15 .13 73,4 73,67 70,73
30.7 1.5 31,7 31,48 _ 34.41
With a 23,1 long rod Lindman measured also the effect














.8 □ 23,6 23,59
.8 a 23.9 - 25,55
.8 (HI ; 23,7 - ' w*
.8 la 24,2 - ' -
1.6 Q 24.6 24,55 - :
1,6 o 24,8 ' - 28.73
1.6
. .
0 24,9 ■ 4*
. ..... . . .
These tables show that up to — '4 0,07 - (-A.^7) the1 xt
ellipsoid approximation is, if anything, better than the
Hallen* s solution for a cylinder*
Lindman extended his work to cover thicker aerials
(down to A- s 2, « .55),- Figures 18- & 19. are based
on those given in his paper. - They show the order - of agree­
ment between measurements and theories.
Since in ' the present investigation the dimensions of the
oscillator are likely to be within the range ,05 < £* < J. 5 
i*e, 2 < JH< 8, with a tendency towards 2 the solution given
by Hallen should be the more applicable.
It should be explained here that - all the results'
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RiglM type could be used in evidence for or against the
theory* Unfortunately, the fact mentioned earlier that
the dipoles are partly embedded in various dielectrics
complicates the issue considerably* Results of Fig* 11,
part H, have been included in Fig, 19, for comparison.
Taking into account the difficulties of solving the problem
when the aerial is in a homogeneous dielectric no attempt
has been made so far to consider the effects of sudden
changes in dielectric along the aerial surface. It is
usually assumed that length of the radiated wave is that
obtained in air multiplied by a factor
where 4 £ + •. .. « 1( a overall length
£, etc, are the constants of dielectrics in which
the respective portions of the total length etc,
are embedded, A confirmation for this can be found in
experiments of Mobius, Lindman and others. In particular,
llndman examined also the effect of dielectric thickness
arriving at Fig, 20, for rubber as dielectric. The rubber
sleeve was a cylinder 52 mm long fitting a 1 mm rod,
Lindman showed by experiment that the curve can be used for
other dielectrics and other dimensions by taking the right
proportions. This experiment has been carried out at
around 1000 Hc/s and may not hold at much higher frequencies.
Thus a serious approximation is involved whose - magnitude is
  
Thickness Of Rubber Cylinder ( w. vn.
Fig 20.
Rel_ationi_betwexn_ thickness __of Rubber dielectric














totally unlaiown. It is possiole that a more exact solution
might he ohtained hy very lengthy numerical solution of the
Maxwell or the integro-diffcrential equations ■ with pipe*
determined boundaries and changes of dielectric* The high
speed electronic computers might make this feasible. On
the other hand, the approximate solution appears to be ■ good
enough for practical purposes.
The higher modos of oscillations, vhich aro foreseen
by the theories are primarily characteristic by the smaller
damping effect* The graph, Fig. 21., contains the relation 
between \jSAA and — . In view of the rapid fall
in energy in higher modes, these are not dealt with.
For comparison, the values obtained by Hallon and by
Abraham are plotted ( X, and S, arc indicated by dotted .
lines).
lindman, measured the modes radiated by a 42.7 on long
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showing a good agreement between theory and observation at
least when i is small.
3. Frequency .., analysis .. of .,• radiation from .. a
spark. excited dipole
3.1. . The . .frequency . spectrum
Although the relation between a, t and dimensions is
known only approximately, nevertheless the expression for
the radiated wave is of the form
f(t) cs e—sln c0t where a =
and . 6 is the log decrement of the Wave. The Fourier
transform of f(t) is
f Vo
Since the detectors used give output proportional to power
rather ’ than voltage, it is more useful to work with power
spectrum. The power radiated between w - —* and w f is
given by
j/J. 'Pfw^w Y-o -v JJ-*/ f WJ f
P(o) is a distribution type function- i.e. at any frequency
c «m& the power is 0 but in any frequency band ’ Jw the power
is equal to the area . enclosed by the function P(w) and the
corresponding ordinates.
The function P(w) has a maximum when « o which
’ _ / <3.(0












The corresponding value of P(w)^ ,
a —1—*
hence one can normalise , the power spectrum function in the
Pig* 22. gives the normalised power spectrum for various
values ' of 6* ...........
It xwill he seen that the shift of the maximum to the
lower frequency becomes appreciable when 6 > 1 and reaches
almost 20% at 6 « 5*62 i.e. for spherical dipole*
The power does not fall to 0 at low frequencies, in
fact at (0 « 0
?(«),. * KlCl+
5*2* Detector , , response
The spectrum of detected power will depend also on the
detector response R(to)*
In early work on spark generators the detector was
usually a thin dipole of variable length. Under those
circumstances, assuming the receiving dipole to be much
thinner than the radiator, it acts as a very narrow band
receiver. If one assumes that within that ' band the radiator
has uniform spectrum (which is near enough to fact v;ith
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Referring to Fig* 16. of paragraph 2 it will he seen
that for thin dipolea 6 and )q are both proportional to 
dipolo length, hence 6fQ a , o ie virtually constant, so
that if this type of detector is tuned over the frequency
hand of the radiator it will closely reproduce the frequency
distribution of radiated power.
It is possible to make this type of receiver into a
wide band one by the introduction of large amount of
additional resistance but it is then necessary to disperse
the radiation in order to measure its spectrum.
In view of the discussion of means of detection given 
in part I, it is proposed to use crystals in the experimental 
work. The response of a crystal is given in Fig.. Ih, part I 
from which the crystal law has been computed to be in the
form | . I
I + S. ' 1 +










tho way through a rectangular wave guide to fit in with
standard modern : practice ono should also consider the wave­
guide attenuation, but in view of short paths expected it
seems justified 'to look on the waveguide as , causing a sharp
cutoff at its appropriate frequency and no attenuation above
that, acting - as it were - as a perfect high pass filter.
Thus if the cutoff frequency of the waveguide is , f then
the combined response of waveguide and crystal detector v/ill
be
4-
Thus the response of a standard X-band waveguide and
crystal, relative to output at 1000 Mc/s, will be as shown
in Fig. 23., neglecting all effects of mismatch.
Iflttf***) */•>
id* .l M0* 16*
Fig. ,25.,
With this method of detection a dispersive medium will


















Recently Farrands & ' Brown suggested a method of deriving
the radiated power • spectrum • by the use of a Boltzmann
interferometer. • This method and its . limitations will be
examined • later.
5,3, The • determination . of the spectrum of . . a . radiating dipole
3.3.1,.The • eharaoteristicg. of . dipole . detectors ...
The method of determining power spectrum by using a
dipole detector has been analysed in paragraph 5,2. It
has been used frequently in earlier . researches into the
spark radiators, Glagoleva . Arkadieva and Sokolov examined
several types of such detectors consisting of a dipole with
a thermocouple at the centre, to detect the received power*
They developed two types of detectors with thermocouple
in vacuum for shorter waves and in air for longer ones.
The detector dipoles consisted of aerials .145 cm in
diameter. For the air detector the thermojunction con­
sisted of 15 ji diameter Hanganin and Constantan v/res. The
dipoles varied in length from 1.7 to 12.5 cm. The vacuum
detector used . Hichrorne-Constantan 20 j wires and dipole . 
lengths between .008 and 5 cm. These detectors were • very
frequency selective giving a Boltzmann interferrogram of
almost pure sine wave.
Arkadieva and Sokolov do not give any results of
measurements of spectrum of a dipole; for these results























3.3.2, Measurement , of ■ dipole . opectrum'- '
Lindman carried out a vast arniount of research ■ into the
r
spectrum ■ of dipoles of various lengths, diameters and
materials, ■ using a narrow hand (thin) detector dipole at
wave lengths of the order of 10 to 100 cm. The technique
adopted by Lindman ■ is ■ to ' produce primary ■ oscillation hy a
thick radiator* ■ These ■ in turn cause ■ a secondary oscillator,
inclined at 46° to the primary, to absorb and reradiate
energy spectrum characteristic of its dimensions. Finally",
these secondary radiations are received by the detector
dipole inclined at 45° to the secondary and 90° to primary 
(so that it is unaffected by the primary radiation)* ■ In
this Way the secondary radiator whose spectrum is measured ’ 
can be suspended by Bilk threads^ in air, avoiding any effects
of dielectric constant of mounting and of ■ oil required for
primary radiation* (This method is not very suitable for
mm waves ■ because of ■ the small dimensions of dipoles and of
minute powers).
Fig, 24. is a reproduction of results obtained by
Lindman using a 1.2 mm diameter detector of variable
length and secondary sources ■ of various materials and
thicknesses. The level of output power is of consequence
only when comparing resonators of equal dimensiona. In
that it will be noted that the resistivity of the material
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The shift of maximum power towards lower frequencies for
thicker resonators agrees with the results expected from
the analysis . of the spectrum (para. 3.1.). then the curves
are rationalised by dividing the points by the maximum value
for each one separately there is practically no difference
between them showing virtually the same value of log dec.
Fig* 25. gives the spectrum of an oscillator 59.8 cm
long, 1*5 cm diameter obtained by varying the length of a
1*3 mm diameter detector* For comparison this Fig. 25.
gives also the calculated spectrum of this oscillator. It
appears that.the calculated log.dec. is rather low.
Lindman measured the log.dec. obtained with various
lengths of tho oscillator arriving at ■ the results obtained
from spectrum analyses and tabulated below;












These experimental results, while not coinciding with
the calculated values, are of the right order, the differences
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being accountable possibly by resistivity ot materials,
spectrum of the - receiver and last but not least by
reflection and- diffraction difficulties in the laboratory.
On account of finite thidmess- ' of receivers and difficulty
in manipulating with very short dipoles, the method used by
Lindman is unsuitable for mm waves, where, as has. been , ■
shown by - Arkadieva and Sokolov, the damping of the - receiver
becomes - appreciable, affecting the detected'spectrum
Thus, while - Lindman*s results can be read as - confirmation
of the - existing theories, they do not add to the technique
of measurement at mm waves.
3,4. .The Boltzmann. interferometer
In a Boltzmann interferometer the incident wave falls
on two parallel mirrors separated by a distance s as shown
in FigbeUj so that the reflected wave consists of two
components f(t) and f(t - X ) where X % ,
Usually 6 « 0 so that X = ~ (( being the velocity of
light).
Henco, if - -q
then J.va
so that the reflected wave has a spectrum








The total reflected power is given by
s ‘K’J 16-6-31
= *Hi)?(*]CLti - SKCl^M^di+^uitj^uz 
=St \ I ^CwJl du + 8t j |Wi'tr w X Mu
low the second of tho two terms is a cosine Fourier trans­* >■<
form of |g(<)| , hence one can find |g(w)| by taking the
corresponding transform of the second terns, i.e.
»x> pa
|q(j| - db*) Co u? t
The two terms can be separated because the first one is
constant and the second one must become 0 when X is
infinitely large. In fact, all that is necessary is to
increase X until the output power remains constant and
then to subtract that value from the output power at tho 
intermediate values of x, (g(%)l can then be computed
by numerical integration for various values of to.
If one assumes the radiation to be of the form
—cte sin ()t which - as has been shown - gives
then
WJI =______________-»___ -________________' y*/-]*)(***» yy
_ I , f©/ A i f ^Afj</t_ f 2a?. /'v
'o '/ ((
_ A/#1 , I V9 £
2.* A*x
= eJ>^7
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This shows that as T (l.o. mirror separation s) is
increased the output describes a decaying oscillatory
Pig. 27. gives an accurately computed form of output power
for various . values of 6.
It follows from the above results that if the
assumption . of radiated waveform could be accepted and if
the detector had uniform response one could find 6
from the interferrogram, Since






































.Maxima and minima occur when this » 0, i*o. when &QT a mft
where m is any integer
lu-f.S u - A -f- = *«•
*
hence A„ - —
. *w
At first maximum when ip*0, S»o .
A Aat second naxinma w»t . rs ? -
s 1^77771%^ /<*%-*■« (?£’+)]
when B is large R. =
- Q - Phenco . g' p p = 13 Pj
PL.-?Oc
Beforo closing one -should consider the following point:**
The first assumption made in deriving the form of the
interferrogram was that the system is so balanced that the
wave at the receiver end due to the two mirrors when in the
same plane is exactly twice that due to either mirror when
the other is removed to infinity. This condition is not,
in fact, obtainable. Consider then the effect of one
mirror reflecting more power to the receiver than the other.
In that case the wave after reflection will be
F® = fft)
















Hence the Fourier transform of F(t) will be '
q+6+0.) ijM ^ivj[(n-e^uz) + a.e~J"t]
and therefore tho. power spectrum
= I $Ml[i6+fl)++«wT) +*»>]




which, when compared with the solutions given in previous
paragraph is seen to differ from it by a scale factor (l + a)
and an increase in the constant term. if (a) is small, 
i.e. j if tho mirrors are nearly balanced, then (a*j will be
much smaller than (1 + a) hence only the amplitude scale
of the interferrograrn xwill be . affected and, since the .scale
is in any case relative, no error will be introduced. Even
an appreciable error in (a) will only mean that in the . com­
putation of g(w) from the interferrograrn an error would
be introduced in the choice of the constant term. The
effect of _ such an error on the computed spectrum is, however,
small as will be seen from the results of computations
given in Fig. ♦ part iii. Thus the balancing of the

















5.4*1. Limitation ' of , the - Boltzmann, Interferometer method
of ,, measuring radiated waveform
It has "been assumed in the previous paragraph that the
detector response is uniform. In fact, this is not likely
to be the case and with a crystal and waveguide system the
response will be -'as shown in Fig. 23. and P ( dw 
This puts a" severe condition on the method described because
not only is the solution too complex to be derived
analytically, but crystal response is not known accurately
over the whole band, having been measured at a few frequencies
only. Also the waveguide system will produce severe
mismatch at all frequencies removed from the one for which
the various chokes, couplings and heads have been designed.
Figure 28. ' shows the computed results of interferrograms
expected when the natural wavelength of the source is 3 cm
but the waveguide dimensions produce a cutoff at 6, 8, 10
and 12 - X 10p Mc/s using - a crystal whose law is given - by
1--- —---- 5- and assuming no mismatch.1 f 2(f/10l<>r
As it would be expected the interferrograms - retain the
general shape, but the estimation both of Xo and - of 6 
would be in error.




















hince C r RM [ $M|S wz dz
= ( ?r 6* wc dz
*
and could bo obtained from the OntorferaQgram as
described earlier.
A typical series of interferrograms as obtained by a
method to be described later is shown in Fig:. SI. It , will
be seen - that - in spite of the expected high value of 6 the
Onterferaogaam would appear to be very long, extending over
several v/ave lengths. With such large separation between
mirrors the accuracy of inteaferrogaans cannot be very large
and if one limits it to but one or two wavelengths, tho
transform may not be accurate enough. To illustrate this
point, the transform has been calculated assuming the 
original wave to bo of the form e”'vsin w*t when the inter*
ferrograrn is one, two, three or four wavelengths long.
Typical result for 6 = O*zf appears in Figure - S9. Fig. 60.
gives the Q - (or 6) found on the basis of S » 1, 2, 6 or *
number of wavelengths showing the order of correction which
has to bo applied to find the true incident spectrum if only
a part of the interforrQgrvm is analysed.
It will be seen that - when 6^1 the interferrogram
has to be taken at least up to a mirror separation of 2A» ;













Spectqum of Power computed room the solttman
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Prom the above discussion it can he concluded that the
Boltzmann interferrometer method can only he used at present
to arrive at the approximate form of the spectrum of detected
power, i,e, R(w) Neither the spectrum of • radiated
power V?(co)|. * nor the original wave form of radiation can
he found until H(w) is known.
in view of the mismatch that ' occurs in the waveguide
and crystal . at frequencies other than those for which the
components and chokes have heen designed and consequent
difficulties in calculating power output over . a wide
frequency hand, the solution of this problem will have to
ho obtained experimentally and so await the availability of
a source of microwaves variable over a wide frequency range
such as may become possible with a backward travelling wave
valve.
if, however, one neglects the effects of mismatch and
accepts R(w) as given in Fig. 23. then one can arrive at . 
lg(e)l * and hence of lg(f)l. The actual results of experl**
ments and computation will be given in part iii.
3.4.2. The effect . of ..w tuned circuit" filter . .on
the . Boltzmann' ..interferrogram
The effect of waveguide and crystal response on the
interferrogram has been . discussed above. It is of interest
to examine the effect of a narrow band pass filter, which








work* For the sake of simplicity . it will he _ assumed that
the filter has the response characteristic of a■tuned circuit
with a spectrum similar to that of the radiating dipole
Thus ■ the, resultant.spectrum can ,he taken as a product of • 
the two spectra ■ of■source and filter.
If one denotes the natural angular frequency of the
source hy rn-p and its rate of decay hy while the oorres.
ponding values for filter are tog and then the power
spectrum ■ |G(to)( 8 will he
, 
The resultant power output from a Boltzmann interferometer3
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This is seen to consist of two terns each of the sane form
as ■ that ■ obtained in paragraph 3*4 for the case of uniform
frequency response of receiver* The individual terms,
however, depend both on the source and filter character­
istics. This expression is too involved to allow a full
interpretation of the ' resultant plot of P(s) against s and
only a few special cases can be considered.








relative power output from the interferometer will he of' the
form
k?+l -+6 (uiz ~’<h ) j
When k io close to 1 this results in a decaying cosine
CO *4» COwaveform whose ' frequency is _,1, 2 and which also displays
4iT *
a heat effect of ' frequency ^2 ^1 .
2T
,2A frequent case will he one in which <x^ wx and
a2 <° W2 ’ 
reduces to
In 'this case, if c^ Wg the term P(s)
U+ e"*'A/ T' tH*
+A*e
where
if tv( tv,** ~**k
It will he observed here ' that the resultant Inter­
ferrogram' will bo a sum of two interferrograms resembling
closely but not wholly the Interferrograms obtained from the
individual spectra* The difference is in the position of
the individual maxima and minima which will not correspond
to multiples of s a — and s s respectively.4- +
In general, the above expression allows one to draw















the filter) Is , not very much greater ■ them ,(the , natural 
frequency of source) while 6g » (i»e, the log* dec* of
« O'filter response);’ic much less than 0, ( « ~ i.e. the log* 
dec* of source) then the interferrogram displays the pattern
characteristic of the filter response (there is a slight
shift in the position of ,maxima since as, —
hut since ao << the shift is insignificant).
As, however, teo is increased for a given 6^ , the pattern
becomes , more and more a fusion of the two individual patterns
and loses any value , for measurement purposes* Similarly
for given values of and if 6^ is reduced the filter
pattern will appear* Finally, for any given and 6g it
is possible to accentuate the filter pattern by forcing
Up towards (by reducing the guide width for example and
thus shifting the maximum of the source spectrum towards
higher.frequencies)*
It should be understood, of course, that the clearer
the filter pattern the better will the radiated spectrum-
approach the filter response ;•
5*5, The , standing ,,wave ,method
A similar method of obtaining the spectrum to that
using a Boltzmann interferometer is to produce a standing
wave by , letting the radiated wave be reflected from a highly













propagation. The standing vave can then he plotted by ■ using
some sort of a probe and the plot can be analysed. ,
The only difference between the approach to ■the
solution of ■ this problem and that of Boltzmann interferometer
is that here the wave on reflection undergoes a phase
reversal so that the resultant wave is the difference between
the oncoming and the reflected wave ■and its Fourier transform
j wx
s £i -e * j
where x is distance of probe from screen and c is the
velocity of light; which leads to
and by applying Parseval's theorem the total power measured
at the point distant x from the screen is
no .
ft*) = f IFW|W 5 WU s
Jn
As in the case of Boltzmann interferometer this can bo used ' 
to find tho value of lg(o)l since the first term being
independent of x must be the value to which P(x) will tend,
and the second term is a cosine transform of |g(w)| - from 
which one can compute [g(j)| as explained earlier.
if, as an example, one assumes the radiated wave to be
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Kawano has calculated also for oOher forms oO
radiated wave, tho most important of which is, that, if the
wave consists of two components
f(t) = ebMt(gin w^t + sin togt)
then the interferrogram ?/ q\ displays a heat effect whose
V cwavelength Ak= - where Af. . This again is
similar to the effect obtained with a Boltzmann interferometer.
On tho face of it the , standing wave method of spectrum 
analysis would appear the simpler of the two, requiring no 
moving mirrors which are hound to introduce sorno error and ~ 
a very important point when the available power is very
small as in spark generators - there is less power loss due


















However*, when one goes into details of probe mounting etc., ■
it will become clear that in fact the Boltzmann interferometer
has the advantage of allowing the use of receiving horn
which is more efficient and causes less disturbance to the
field than any probe direct in the beam. On the balance,
the Boltzmann interferometer appears the more suitable and
more adaptable a method than the standing wave measurement.
5.6. Decaying .waves _in waveguides
it has been said earlier that the effect of crystal
mounts, connecting choices etc. will be to cause a mismatch
at all but one frequency, thus distorting the ■ resultant
spectrum. The question arises, whether, should one be
able to overcome the mismatch difficulties, could an
all-waveguide system be used to obtain the spectrum since
a hybrid T can be used as a Boltzmann interferometer while
a moving shorting plunger behind a crystal would produce
standing waves. Consider the latter case first: if f(t)
is the incident wave then at a distance x from the short-
circuiting plunger the reflected wave is given by
where u is the guide velocity of
UC,propagation (phase velocity) and n, = 5 |w ■ V.
where p. is propagation constant
is cutoff radial frequency
Thus the Fourier transform of the incident and reflected
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If f(t) a e'K^oin wot; where o_a o , thio condition doing 
necessary in order that the integration ' can he carried out
hy residue icthoas,
then "PCJ - 4<( L_ _o_j^
“ ' - ]
&O -J*
Lot
Hole that tho HIS can ha either pooitivo or negative, hut
Getting 0$ a 0 and comparing with tho roeulto ohtalnod in
paaroi*aph 6#5. to which the above chculd then corroopond






















and hy analogy the corresponding output from a hybrid T in
which ■ the two -plungers in the side arms are unequally
displaced ■' from the centre of■symmetry, the difference being s
i c ■ ■ 1 ’ ',j - ■ * ''
Sinco for any given guide and wave p & q are constant,
it is seen that tho resultant interferrograms■are of the
same shape as those obtained vzith the Boltzmann interfero­
meter and a reflecting screen in air.
To find the position of maxima and minima one has to
dPfind the condition when a 0.ox
This leads to the relation t
which is seen to be rather involved and the several
variables contained in it make the determination of a and
<do very difficult.
in order to have a better conception of the standing
wave that woimaresult one caa simplimy ihe heavo ecndininn 
for by thaa g * ■v
and y A?
ZZL k*1TV
the first of whant, in faat, is a reasonable assumption 




zt Ogreater than co , in vhich case ( /\ )* will he >0*5 while
2. is likely to he of the order of #025. But the 4TT1
second assumption will hold only if wQ - f>c i.e*
Under those circumstances
■ s cuut j = 2
hence j 6i+i}c
*"***ST» w
and since <£«~, A$/L a3 expected.
The consecutive maxima will he seen to show no decrease
since q » 0.








and the consecutive maxima decrease according to the law
e *
This analysis shows that this method of spectrum
analysis is unsuitable because of the difficulty of inter­
preting the resultant output.
It can bo used, however, to measure A® fairly

















which, ■ as will be ■ seen later, is met when filters are used
to select ■an upper portion of the radiated spectrum result­
ing in very small log decrement (6 = t/Q) and ,
4* Disp.t.rlinn . , of spectrum of radiating _ . _ dipole
Several methods of dispersion of the radiated spectrum
are available such as various forms of gratings or dielect­
ric lenses in which the dielectric constant varies with
wavelength as in water or in artificial dielectrics.
f- • .
in view of the valtnesl of the field covered by
artificial dielectrics this analysis will not concern itself
with them beyond noting their great possibilities in this
application in view of the very wide band of radiation from
spark generators.
4.1. PiBptrlion by_a slit
4*1.1. Limits of■solution
Considerable amount of work has been done on the
general solution of diffraction of nonntarnnatnt electro­
magnetic waves by holes and obstacles. ■ A comprehensive
review of the work in the last 15 years has been published
by Bouvkamp. The solutions are mostly very involved. in
the case of a narrow slit it has been possible to arrive at
a rigorous solution by using elliptic coordinates. These
Gnlutnnna, however, require lengthy computations. Somq
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Approximate solutions have • been arrived at by Sohwarzschild
and by a different approach by Stratton and Chu,
Schwarzschild*s solution for the intensity of radiation
diffracted at an angle 6 to normal to an infinitely long
slit of width ' nafl illuminated by a monochromatic radiation
of wavelength X at right angles to the plane of the slit
when tho electric vector is parallel to the sides of the
slit is given by the expression
where it ' can be shown that
How Kirchoff advanced a . simple solution of diffraction
by slits according to which each element of the slit acts as
a source ' whose magnitude and phase is that due to the
original ■ source ' at that point in the absence of any
obstacles. A well-known formula for the total power
diffracted by a slit at an angle 0 derived from Kirchhoff's
analysis is
Since the width of the ' diffracted beam at an angle 6 is
narrower than the incident in the ratio cos 0 to 1, the














2, with an errorcon be shown that J « J, cos 6 4* ?* (zw*
less than |given earlier*. This shows that when
0 < 45 ° and X °Vi the total error introduced by , accepting 
the - Kirchhoff's solution - . ’which is preferable on account - of
its simplicity - is not very large.
Stratton and - Chu - arrived at a different approximation,
assuming _ a - finite slit of width waw and length "bM, which
' ’ j f f. '• >
for normal incidence with vector E parallel to the length ”b°
leads to intensity of dispersed radiation at an angle - 0 to





which, except for the constant coefficient, is similar to
the ' solution of Schwarzschild and again shows that for small
values of 0 the Kirchhoff solution is close enough.#
The expression derived by Stratton and Chu allows for
the evaluation of the vertical pattern as well, i.e. when
6 a 0 the intensity of dispersed radiation at an angle
to YZ plane is
r
showing that if ”b” is small the vertical pattern is
virtually uniform. Figs. 32 and 33. show the horizontal
and vertical patterns obtained by Stratton and Chu when the
lENG TIN v br WHOSE RATIO TO VWW6USN6TH IS 7ft,
l/ft-AWD f/j ACCORDING TO MQgse IOigc aous .- . ,
. .. .
I -
j~r?j»^kUT^a-M rtSNP%TgATTOg KCHUCt-—, 4Tt7
T - » ’ 114 a
4 .
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° I 9 Uratio of slit dimensions to wavelength is ° , — and —tl it *
showing by comparison with exact solution that • the • above
expressions - • are accurate enough in this range hence it . 
follows that ' Kirchhoff^ solution is- satisfactory for
as long as . 0 $ 45°, Fig, S4, gives the results obtained 
with e,n# waves generated by a klystronAX s 5.1 cm«when
°sA and when a« 2X , as well as . those calculated from
Kirchhoff’ s formula, A close agreement is seen confirming
the previous conclusions as•to applicability of hirchhoff°s
solution when .
4,1*2, Spectral .characteristics of a slit
After this preliminary discussion one can now proceed
to calculate the spectrum of power •'dispersed by a slit when
the incident wave is non-monochromatic, on the basis of
Kirchhoff°a solution, it being assumed that slit width is
not less than the longest wave length of those present in the
spectrum of the • source.
Referring to Fig* S5, the
detector at an angle 0 to normal
receives radiation from the
element x delayed with respect
to that originating at 0 by 







If spectrum of f(t) Is
J mua
then spectrum of Fg(t) is.
, , M , A -AjTfjV-*Uwe ' e
Jkf ffrt
The power spectrum becomes
**** -4fA0
and power dispersed at angle G is ° ° 1 &.
*4
Since the power spectrum of radiation is 
the spectral characteristic function of the slit is
31 J 1 if
and rationalised by dividing into
iS
which, of course, is the well-lmown expression for the 
dispersion of a slit.
then differentiated with respect to 0 it is found that
the function is at a maximum when "toM cad at a



















The magnitudos of the successive maxima occurring at
wfj = 0, 8.98, 15.4, 21.6, etc. are respectively 1, .047, 
.017, .008, etc. showing a rapid and pronounced fall beyond
the zero order*. Pig.. Stf. illustrates the _ power spectral
characteristic of a slit in terms of % for 0 ' a 10°. Per 
any other angle O°tho scale °4 has to he multiplied by a
factor sln 10/sln 0,
The spectral characteristic function S (o) such as ' is 
illustrated in Pig. 36. is a distribution function, 
representing the relativo amplitude of a /wave of . a given 
frequency f a ° at an angle 0 to tho normal to the 
diffracting medium. If the spectrum of radiated power is 
given by (G(o)l o and the detector spectral ' characteristic 
by then the detected power spectrum will be
if this spectrim is to be narrower than that of lG((o)| ® 
itself then E(w) S(ca) must act as a filter. How R(co) using
a waveguide and a crystal will act as a high pass filter
hence S(w) must provide the narrow band pass effect. This
is provided by the first principal peak, the Q of which can
be seen to be 2.7(5. This small value of Q implies that
tho method is unsuitable for the spectrum analysis since
the Q of the spectrum of the spark radiator is of the same




















to select • a desired portion of the radiated hand. In order
to do so, it is necessary first of all to . remove almost . the
whole of the zero order hut • since the first zero • occurs . at
ky a 6*28 and the • first maximum at = . 8*98, the ratio of
cut-off to desired .must he » °*°°/6*23 « 1*45*
Since the cut-off wavelength of an It^ wave in a rectangular
waveguide of width x is » 2x, the required, high pass . 
filter will he given hy a guide whose width is .72
?or any given ratio of slit width "aM to wavelength of
desired radiation the angle of diffraction G will have
to he chocen co that
= /^i a.
The disadvantage of this method Is tho need for. varying the
waveguide width when a different hand is desired, • also the
hand is still quite wide*
4.2* Dispersion .by, .a . finite . slit .. .gratirm
Little work has heen . puhlished on tho exact solution .
of a slit grating with finite number of slits comparable in
width to the wavelength* . This is not surprising when one
considers the difficulties of solving the simple, one slit,
problem*
In view of the preceding discussion, however, and
results obtained hy tho author with 5 cm waves (Appendix III)
one would appear to he justified in accepting once again






lose than one • wavelength. In fact, the following discussion
will concern itself only with syrnmoerical gratings having
slits of width a and grating constant (distance between ; 
centres of two consecutive slits) of Pa.
Consider normal incident radiation and a wave diffracted
at ' angle 0 to normal ' &s in Pig* 37.
Let incident wave be f(t) then diffracted wave
If spectrum of f(t) is g(w)
and spectrum of P(t) is G(w)
c /, r -ijMKktthen G(w) »U - 5 * - € * -6 « -
- $2?{j _ e...
















which gives the spectrum of diffracted power.
■>- _ =. O.W-I4MI aAt «... /W/o = 7^ eni^^t




Pig;. 38. gives the plot of the ahovo to the base of */k
when k = 3, and 0 a 10° on a log scale. It will he seen 
that the effect of the grating is to produce a finer
division of the spectrum of a single slit (given hy tho
first term of the expression for S(o) ) into several
principal peaks with smaller ones hetY/Gen. The principal
maxima correspond to the relation sin o a 0, i.e. % nfC
where r • b 1, 2, 3, etc. . with the magnitude of the principal
/i ilmaxima given hy J , hence the consecutive maxima are 
(S(w)0 w\]Q* 1) ’ ’4» '004, .016, etc*
Thus the first principal maximum is . almost ten times
larger than the first maximum produced hy a slit. Pig.58
can again he made to give the spectral characteristic for
any other diffraction angle 0 hy multiplying the scale hy










of the principal maxima does not depend on the nmher of
slits ( and respectively), the increase in the
number • of slits will result in the increase of the number of
minor peaks and ° more Important * in the narrowing of the
bandwidth of the ' principal peaks*
This method of dispersion is thus seen to be possible
for the dispersion of the spectrum in conjunction with a
high pass filter such as a waveguide to remove the zero
order peak.
The bandwidth of the principal peaks when k « 5 is 
seen to be comparatively largo, giving Q of the spectrum of 
the first principal peak of about 5 which is too small for 
the purpose of spectrum analysis of a spark generator since 
it compares in magnitude with the Q of the source* Q can 
be increased by increasing number of . slits almost in direct 
proportion to k, but that increase is rather limited when 
one considers that the total width of a. grating with k slits 
is (2k 4 l)a and if a w Xq then for » 1 cm the width of 
a 10 slit grating is 21 cm which in turn requires a very 
large horn to work in the . Prauerbofer region. Culshaw 
established an empirical minimum. revuirement to work in the 
parallel bean region, namely 4 . % > b2 where z is the 
distance from horn mouth to grating and • b is horn aperture*
Thus for a 20 cm horn 'aperture and Ap s 1 cm, z must be at















output* This distance will be somewhat less for lower
values of A.o .
Thus, in practice, one would be limited to less than
10 slits which will result in too low a Q for measurement
of the spectrum of the spark generator.
This method can be used, however, for the purpose of
separating out higher frequency components from the spectrum
of the source for the purpose of using it as such. Since
the secondary peaks are more than 6 db below the principal ' 
ones one may be justified in following the approach described
in connection with the single slit, to set the cut-off







is given by i * e. 7. s /,
Ah~ ZUH-
A^ x l A
giving the width of the waveguide as < -j-.
Thus there is a clear advantage in using a grating
with several slits in that the waveguide can be ■ larger then,,
that for a single slit and a change in the desired frequency
band can be achieved by varying the angle of diffraction




















when a a and the grating has . 6 slits (i.e. guide width
2*5 . cm) the standard X band guide 0*9" % 0.4" can bo used
and the diffraction angle 6 will have to be set to 14°50* 
(sin 0 « °). Increasing this angle will cause the output
to shift to longer waves right down to the guide cut-off.
If the angle wore reduced from 14® then, of course, the
diffracted spectrum will contain those portions of the zero
order spectrum which exceed the cut-off frequency of the
waveguide so that the output will contain two wavebands of
which the lower one will soon contain more energy than the
higher one.
When grating is used with a spark generator and a
crystal receiver on© has to remember that when working above
the natural frequency of the dipolo as the frequency is
increased the energy falls off rapidly at first and slower
then, so that close to f the secondary maxima of the
grating spectrum may produce larger output than the
principal maximum which is further removed from f°. Thus
the method of bandwidth selection by varying can be used
only well away from the natural frequency of the radiator.
Otherwise the cut-off frequency of the waveguide has to be
set close to Awv and both it and 0 have to be varied to
change the value of * On the whole this method is not
very efficient in that the maximum of the desired band is










4.3. Dispersion by • an echdlette grating
The simplest form of the echelctte grating is the
Boltzmann mirrors system described earlier, for which the
power spectrum is • given by
P(to) s s 21 g(o>)| ^(l 4 cos 0) )
with a greater number of steps - say k - the expression
for the spectrum is more involved. • it is necessary to
differentiate here between several cases the • most • important
of which are two: Firstly, the diffraction at various < 
angles of reflection when the incident • radiation • is normal
to the individual element mirrors of the echelette, .and 
secondly, the •diffraction when the incidence radiation is
normal to the plane of the echelette.
4.3.1. Radiation normal . to . individual reflectors
A general solution can be derived as follows, assuming
the incident radiation to be normal to the individual
reflectors as in Fig. 39*
Fig. . . 39,
 92
The reflected wave at an angle 0 is given by
H*} Jf(+- ★■■■■
hence,
/ 1<“> - A/
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the. normalised, echelon • spectral characteristic is given by
The dispersion may be obtained by keeping s constant and
varying 0 or by holding 0 constant and changing s.
The second term in the above expression
icfc-v)
is at a maximum when SZm =O , Under those
pconditions the magnitude of this term 1$ x , hence the total
expression becomes « -- * Thus it is seen that the
L^y-
maxima lie on the envelope of the spectral characteristic
of a single element in analogy with a slit and a grating;.
The first principal maximum can be obtained from
thus the position of the maximum depends on both s and 0.
The magnitude of the first principal maximum can now
be • found: w
substituting from into the above one gets
/t £/**. &





















which shows that the • magnitude of the maxima need not he
constant as 0 is varied* The Q cf the peal: is the sane as
that of a grating having • • as ' many slits as the echelette has
reflectors, but, since for a given width of a beam there are
almost twice as many reflectors as slits, the echelette of
equal size to a grating has almost twice larger Q*
Any desired band can be extracted by proper choice of
s/a and of 0, Av becoming shorter as 0 increases from 0 }
when « 2o^to a value making D/a(l + cos O) - sin Q a 0
i*e* tan ^/2 « 0y/a, when 0 beyond which begins to
increase again.
The relation A M« 2s when 6 « 0 leads to the best
method of using the echelette, which is to keep 6 constant • 
and small. Under those circumstances, it will be seen
that the magnitude of the peaks is constant and equal to 1
and any desired frequency can be selected easily by adjust­
ing s to /2 the desired wavelength* Pig. 40. shows part
of the resultant detected power spectrum when the natural • 
wavelength of the spark generator Ao is equal to reflector
width and s « ®/4. This shows that with 8 plates (but 
much more so with 20 plates) if a high pass filter with
cut-off around 1.5 Ao were interposed a band around 2
will be extracted from the radiation of an exponentially
decaying wave whoso log. dec. is 1* '
it is interesting to derive the total diffracted output
a3/AOo j.nco.no Jo sen
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of a spark generated wave e’^sin o^t as the step of . the 
echelette Is increased. , This can he done hy integrating
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The function P • has been plotted for various values ' of 6 and
of k in Plgures 41. & 42.
If one accepted the • original assumption that the
«*cttradiated wave from a spark generator • is given by e sin wQt
then the interferrogram of power diffracted "by an echelette
could he used to determine a ana. o>o provided the receiver
response R(w) could he • taken os uniform over the central
portion of the spectrum. That may not he easy to achieve,
nevertheless, tho echelotto with a large number of elements
can he used to measure tho natural frequency of radiations
on account of the sharpness of the interference pattern.
4.3,2* Radiation normal . to . the plane . . of.the echelette 






























If the incident radiation is f(t) then • It will he seen that
the radiation reflected at angle 0 is
' ■ 
k. terms in all for l reflectors




=e(u) e.(/-e _______J{he +e
hence
Jbi£&f'U t/s)
_ . w--.. _______ y. /-l_________
J ‘ J ufh'of+*<.?)
4
X 2Z* *Ai/f // /.I / X 2z“ mi. A ‘ w^tc. -■'ir-WuJl = faMf ■
which, when normalised becomes
Z/ X _z .Ib/jy ' rW.(t,k / '— yJ * *»**?
■■)
It will he seen hy inspection that the last tern of
this expression has a maximum value of k^ when
££
For n = 1 (first principal maximum) this leads to
-S /•„ $ s.±/T CY L,'h £ * +£
A b







now he a function of . hoth 0 and 0, • The more interesting, 
however, is tho case v/hon 0 is negative. In particular, 
when 0 =-2f or » 0 + 0 = * 0 the term
=/
\hat is more, this term remains equal to 1 as long as hoth 
0 and 6 are very small* This leads to the host method of
using the echelette in this mode, namely, the distance 
between centres of reflectors % h must he ^>> than the 
centre wavelength! of a hand which it is desired to isolate 
(0*), then the corresponding 0m k* p* and 0 must now he set
to j = - % = 1- . TTe Q of this hand Twill depend on the 
nimher of reflectors k and hy the same arguments as were
used in connection with slit gratings it will ho somewhat
c.greater than k, i.e. the bandwidth will he less than *
This method appears to lend itself to tho examination 
of a spectrum of a spark generator. The apparent natural 
wavelength of the generator (A,) has to he found first (say, 
hy a Boltzmann interferometer). Then "b* has to he chosen
to he » and 0 & 0? . The receiver has now to he
* 2b piswung from 0 « 0 to 0 ---- (or further, as long as 0
remains very small), If the echelette contains a large
number of relfectors, say 20 or more, then the bandwidth
of received radiation will he small; hence, total power












fr why d to s bthdivttMi F
/°/W/
and if — s&sk i.e. 4«/ = °
Ak, °
then
When / ...- ✓ r4- %
hence the relative output power at any angle 6 compared
to Its maximum value corresponding to wQ will he
Daunt et al. used just such an echelette having
64 steps each /4* wide spread over 40', with 0 a 8°24t.
Fig;. 4". gives the results given hy them as well as those
calculated hy the ahova given expression Assuming 6 a 6,62,
corresponding to a spherical dipole used in the experiment.
Farrands, who reached the same results notes that the
calculated values are appreciably larger than those obtained
hy Daunt hut he seems to have overlooked that when the
exact power spectrum is computed (shown dashed in the
Fig. 44.) taking into account the fall in the principal
maximum as 0 differs more and more from 2ff9 tho results are





















posoihly du© to the fact that tho oecondary maxima heeomoc
apppeoiahle as one moves away from the natural wavelength,
so that the resultant handwidth of received power increases,
hence total power increases.
In view of the fact that 0 is taken negative, care
must he taken that the successive reflectors are not
shadowed hy one another, hence the reflector width MaM 
should ho made smaller than the separation °h”. This in
itself will permit a wider diffraction angle 0 since the
guantity will he reduced. On the other hand, there will
he a fall in total reflected power due to the reduction of
reflecting area.
interesting result follows from setting 0=0 when
which is the same as that for a single slit of width **a”
irrespective of a number of reflectors. This.result should
allow one to take advantage of any useful characteristics
of the spectrum of a single slot at a much higher power
level if the total reflecting area is made large hy the use
of many steps, and also ( the receiver need not he moved
since 0 only need he changed. Thus the echelette must h©
made so that all the reflectors can he tilted at any desired






















4*4. General , comments on , the, .diffraction methods
The above discussion shows the more important of theV .
many methods of analysing or separating out a frequency
band by ' the utilisation of diffraction. None of them has
the characteristics expected of a good filter, i.e. low
insertion loss and independence of frequency. The slit
gratings which are independent of frequency within wide
limits suffer from a large insertion loss, especially when
the radiation beam width is limited by practical considera­
tions. . The echelette gratings, which can give nearly ' zero
insertion loss do so within a narrow; band of frequencies
only and have to be recalculated and reset when an appreciable
change in frequency occurs or is desired.
Also, the bandwidth considerations conflict with
attenuation of frequencies well away from the desired band
since the bandwidth is roughly inversely proportional to ' k
but so is also tho distance between the principal and the
secondary maxima, the nearest of which may be only 6 db
below the principal peak power, so that when the frequency
response of the receiver and the spectrum of the radiator
both favour frequencies lower than the desired, the secondary
maxima, may actually exceed the principal one*
Thus the diffraction method necessitates the additional
use of high pass filters. The waveguide is a useful filter



















similar effect could bo ' achieved by using a number of plates
parallel to . the electric vector of the radiated wave. The
separation between .the plates will cause . a cut-off at twice
the wavelength. It should be observed here that the use
of a waveguide .as . a high . pass . filter . nay . lead . • to serious
differences between calculations' and observations unless
only • the central portion of tho beam . is used. That follows
from • the fact that the electric vector . in a guide falls off
to zero at the vertical walls and tho same hold3 true for
a horn, hence . the . "illumination” in the radiated beam la . 
not uniform. In fact, .Culshaw has shown that whereas the
angular spectrum of parallel . and uniform beam diffracted by
a slit is of. the form J2 when the beam intensity falls
off sinusoidally. towards edges, the angular spectrum becomes
of the.form ,
L J
causing the . first maximum to •b© . reduced from ,0472 to ,0044,
the . second maximum from *0105 to . ,0008, etc.
This means that in practice, one is limited to gratings
with ' comparatively few • elements, hence tho effective Q • 
obtainable is fairly small,
Coates has chorm that in the case of an • echelette
grating the effect•of reduction in illumination away from• •














but when the intensity of the beam at the echelette edges
is , not more than 3 db below centre, the resultant widening ■ 
of the peaks is ”hardly noticeable” especially when the
angles, - are kept < 55°
4.4*1. Wire . gratings used . as high ,pass ,filters
Lindman made sone successful attempts at removing
longer waves by the use of wire gratings. The theory of
wire gratings has been discussed by Ignatovsky and more
recently, by Macfarlane, who obtained the following
expression for the reflection coefficient of a grating
consisting of infinitely long wires of radius "a”, separa­
tion of centres ”b”, when the electric vector is parallel
to the wires:
where is the amplitude and 0Q the phase angle of the
reflection coefficient, >
A is the wavelength. of radiation
0 is the angle of incidence and reflection
° - jlf(e) + f(-0)]
where f(6) «
The plot of function F taken frcm the paper by Macfarlane
appears in Fig,











into account the power loss in the wires
< being the conductivity of wires*
The power loss usually referred to in this connection
as absorption ' loss can be shorn: to be given by
Ta. ft f ?•»
where ' J" =
h _Hence, the maximum possible value of A iB "-t®—
„ K u -'o Wwhich, for copper, becomes x • —
T T ViFor example, for f » 3 x 10x (A « l m) and /a « 10 the
maximum absorption » 1.24 x 10 ** which is very small indeed 
ma since . .
it will be seen that using copper wires the error introduced
by neglecting absorption loss is ■ negligible at wavelengths
longer than 1 mm. Eeflection is not as important in this
connection as transmission. The coefficient pf . power
transmission is given by |T| s 1 — fH| . ' Fig. 45. gives
the relation between transmission (in decibels) and the ratio
of wire separation to wavelength when the ratio of w/ire
separation to wire radius is 10. it will be seen that as
a filter ■ the wire grating is not very efficient . causing not
 
 
Gelaton Between PovvEg Transmitted sv AWige GgATiNq
AND THE RATIO OF wire SEPARATION to WAVELENGTH VvHEN














more than about 6 db attenuation when the frequency is halved,
nevertheless, it might be useful in reducing the amplitude
of unwanted maxima when used with an echelette grating.
5. The , Fabry Perot • interferometer
In recent years great advances have been made in
development of optical filters based on the Airy or Fabry
Perot interferometer. The principle is the reflection and
transmission of radiation by a. dielectric or a thin metallic
film.
Let the reflection coefficient of a given surface be
H = |R| and its absorption be A then, if the transmission
coefficient has . a modulus IT|, the three are related by the
p pexpression /Rl + I’d + A a 1.
If two such surfaces enclose a parallel slab of thick­
ness d and dielectric constant k then the time taken by a
* 4 fitwave to cross the slab T = -g- , Due to repeated reflec­
tions between the boundary surfaces the Incident wave given
by f(t) emerges on the other side in the form
T2f(-t^) + T2f(t - 4*
Hence, the Fow?ier transformer of the emergent wave in terms
of the transform of the incident wave g(w) becomes
 106
Then - l]Mt
=t?ulo -/—^‘v .W* V^r-vy *
This iB at a maximum when azC ~4 sfl^ (aosuming uniform 
frequency spectrum over the hand)
where n =3 0, 1, 2, etc.
Hence
and at a minimum v/hen (Mt-£f =■ (tn+-iju-
Pm**
£Z= *t z-/x’/i>
P(w) drops to half its maximum value when




f-/#/*' r-this is possible only if ■ ~TTf <" Z l.e, Z^Z IZ^-Z •ZKf
If %i denotes the value making P(co) maximum then
hence JiJhfoT-fj/
Since the aim here is to make ^«= a/,
A V ?'(* ft* ~A*J r/~ ~2^
or s-
—Wz
• S) _ „ 2wf& „ &
" ^“2^-^ " Z-f * c = z-^x









Consider here two particular cases that of a slab of
dielectric and that of two thin parallel metallic films
separated by air*
5*1, Fabry. Perot , interferometer using ,a ._dleeectric . . slab
In the case of. dielectric, 0^0, hence
For n « 1 this • leads to ..
rr% ' ■hence Q « -- - which leads to values given in the table
below:
R .6 .6 .7 ,8 ,9 .95 .•97 .98
Q S 2.9 4,3 7.0 16 30 61 74
Otherwise, to obtain any value Q,. R must be given by
2d '
This shows that If the Q is to be large enough to be useful,
say of the order of . 50 or more, R has to be *96. A slab
of polystyrene has R % .66 which is not enough but Culshaw
obtained very much larger effective R by making tho inter­
ferometer in the form of two blocks, each consisting of a
A . Anumber of thick slabs of polystyrene separated by
"T
in air, Tho two blocks are separated by — from one
x








tho tablo below for n slabs per block
n 1 2 S 4 5
’ i
6
E *66 *66 • 94 .976 *99 * 996
This method will be discussed later in connection with wave­
guide filters* In the present form it seems a very effec­
tive method but very difficult to adjust to an appreciably
different frequency ' • and therefore basically • limited to
measurements at ' one frequency ' only* ’ ’
5*2* • A metal film interferometer
This type has been discussed in • detail by Hadley ' and
Dennison vho derived the full theory of it* At frequencies
lower than infra red the characteristic of a thin metallic
layer can be described by a factor p alteEfh where h = film
thiclooss. Then & s I— = - m
l+Pc
either side • of the film, and A « ±£- 
expression for P(w) derived earlier '
when air is on













leading to the following table:
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R .53 .6 .6 .67 ,72 .75 ,78 ,0 .82 .83
r .25 .111 .062 .04 .028 .021 .0156 .0123 .01 .0083
1.56 2.78 4.5 6.75 9.5 12.8 16.5 20.8 24.5 30.7




This table shows the unsuitability of this type of
interferometer to filtering millimeter waves from a spark
generated spectrum. It will be seen that for a Q of only
about 8 less than 1$ of the . incident power will be trans-
Kitted - a loss that cannot be contemplated with the already
minute powers available. It will be noted that for silver











6,9.. The wire . .cratln: Interferometer
. The preceding .paragraphs would appear to make the Fabry
Perot . interferomoter . unsuitable in all its usual optical
forms. . It . is possible, however, to use . the principle at
microwave frequencies • by applying the results obtained .for
wire • gratings. • This has been done successfully by Lewis
and Casey.
Generally /fA// /-W*' ~
Now with certain . wire gratings A was found to be very small,
so small that —-A—-r i s still small oven when R is close 
1 - fBp
to 1, In the case discussed in para* 4.4.1. A a 1.25 x 10~
for . 1 mm waves. If R a ,97 (which gives Q of 60),
A . - 0,02 . i.e. . the filter . insertion loss . is only 2$,
1 -pf
In practice Lewis and Casey obtained filter efficiencies
of over 60$ with fairly crude gratings.
When the incident radiation falls at an angle 6 to
normal, the transmitted power at the corresponding angle — 0
— tdTla at a maximum when x - ~ • - can be found
from the expression for Re*^ given earlier. This allows 
one to find for a given set of conditions. Pig. 46,
gives R and when n « 0 for -/a = 10 and 20 and at
0 « 0, 10, 20 and 50° (the function F is also plotted) 
against /\ thus giving the basis for the design of a filter 















































waves • corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3, etc, to pass, "nt these
will he heavily attenuated by virtue•of•the response
characteristic of • the crystal receiver.
This would appear • to ' be a very efficient filter for the
spark•generated microwaves, but it presents quite a difficult
technological•problem at the • • -shorter•waves•and on that• 
account it is difficult to adjust if the bandwidth is- to
remain constant, It is not enough to vary the distance
between the gratings because change A affects both R and 0
hence also Q,
6, Cavity . ,and waveguide filters ......
All the methods described and analysed previously have
their origin in the techniques common in optics, Some of
them and, in particular, the various types of gratings lend
themselves to accurate frequency measurement, the frequency
being determined by the setting of the grating without any
need for calibration against a known source,
It is now proposed to discuss briefly the filters based
on waveguide technique, They are as a rule much less
adaptable to changes in frequency and able to be operated
in much narrower ranges and usually have to be calibrated by
external means.
The most comaon type is the cavity filter which behaves






















dealing with these and it will suffice to say here that
attempts have been made to operate a sparked dipole inside
a cavity, These have met with a reasonable success, In
particular Ludenia obtained a fifteenfold reduction in
bandwidth by placing • the dipolo in a circular cavity while
Anders by•varying cavity dimensions could shift the wave­
length • between 1 and S cm, The radiated wave as measured
by him had log. •dec, od ,013 at 2 cm corresponding to a
bandwidth of 60 Mc/s, This method would appear to be • very
well suited to produce cm waves of any desired length, but
it offers a great many difficulties below 1 cm on account
of the small cavity required and consequent problems • arising
from • the mounting of the dipoles and their insulation at the
high . voltages•used* Thus it would appear that filters
would be more suitable for the mm waves*
Another point should also • be borne in mind and that is:
it • may sometimes be advantageous to have a wide band source
and to do the filtering on the receiver side. This could
be accomplished either by the use of cavities or filters,
The working of waveguide filters is almost universally
based on the two stub matching principle, One stub placed
in a matched guide introduces a susceptance which is can-
/74Jcelled out by another susceptance further along. If the
two stubs are identical and their normalised susceptance is^














complete when they are at a distance . - apart such that
and in that case it has been shown that the enuivalent Q of
the filter (defined as the ratio of centre frequency to
■ *half power bandwidth) is
«■ I * J
which for reasonable large, negative, values of B tends to
— (which in itself is nearly c B-),
6.1. The irls-tvne filters
. A suitably shaped iris in a transverse metallic screen 
across a waveguide is known to have resonant properties but 
the resultant Q is . seldom greater than 10 which is not 
enough for our purpose. Higher Q’s can be obtained by using
capacitive or inductive slits in place of the stubs mentioned
earlier*. Thus for inductive slits (which is negative there­
fore 0 < 'f ' ) can be made urcater ti™ 3°° if the s>.‘ Is
not much loss than /lO of . guide width. With capacitive
slits it is difficult to make B greater than 20 unless . the
slits become infinitesimally narrow, what more, when B is ’
positive (capacitive), "f | and - f which
is small. On the other hand ' it has been shown that whereas
tuning the inductive slit filters results in considerable
change in bandwidth, capacitive slit filters give a constant















Full data are available for the'design of • filters•with
vertical or•horizontal slits and also with circular irises
resulting in any desired Q up to 1000 or even more, The
data have usually been collected at 5 cm range but they . 
should hold at shorter wavelengths,
0,2* The inductive-post type filters
The stub effect can also be obtained with posts across
the guide. Such posts can bo made to have a susceptance
of the order of 10 or more when used singly but Reed ' has
shown" that a • pair of posts disposed along the centre line
of the waveguide and separated by a distance d has a combined
susceptance of 8 s * where a = guide width,
If d is small, B can be made of the order of 15 or more
leading to Q’s of • about 300*
6*3* The • • quarter wave..transformer type, filter
This filter does not appear to have been described
elsewhere, although it is closely related to the Fabry , Perot
interferometer described by Culshaw (see paragraph 5,1* ) •
The theory of this filter is dealt with in the Appendix II*
It is shown • there that • by choice of a suitable number of
quarter wave sections Q’s of any desired range can be obtained*
At 3 cm wavelength when polystyrene is used for one type of 
the quarter wave transformers where n is the number

















Since for ease of assembly n must "be odd, Q of 680 results
from 7 sections, giving an overall length of the filter of
four . wavelengths. This method is, however, only suitable
for . working with comparatively narrow frequency hands, because
frequencies far removed' from the filter band centre are not
attenuated very much the sections not behaving as quarter
wave transformers, For example, if the ,4* x ,9" guide
were used to filter 1 cm waves, the response of the filter ' 
to other frequencies would be as shown in Fig. 56. below
The higher frequencies are not of importance since the
crystal will attenuate those effectively as compared with
the longer waves but it will be seen that waves longer than
1*5 cm are very little attenuated and since more power is
available at the longer waves they will swamp the . waves in ' 
the pass band of the filter* This behaviour is, of course,
identical with the Fabry Perot interferometer1. Thus for
effective use the filter will have to be mounted in a wave*
















the desired pass band centre, a requirement quite common in
waveguide technique,
. - ‘ , •
6,4, Conclusions • on. filters for „ spark generated . waves
An • analysis • of the various types of filters and
cavities . , available shows that they form a suitable means of
narrowing down the radiated band around any desired frequency,
In particular, the inductivo post or slit type of trans­
mission filter is the most promising as it allows for simple
adjustment of wavelengths by varying the physical distance
between- the two susceptances,
Where a predetermined centre frequency is aimed at,
the quarter wave transformer type filter has the advantage
of very low insertion loss which is• important at these
small powers,
"Tie use of filters rather than mounting of the dipole
in a cavity has several • important advantages in applications
apart from simplifying the mounting and high voltage feeding
to the dipoles, , ,
These advantages • are;-
1, The same source can be used to work , .
through a . number of • filters tuned to different
frequencies so that one can work simultaneously
















necessary, be modulated separately.
2. Filtering can be done at the receiver
end which . can be useful when measuring
characteristics'of dielectrics, etc.
3. Since the output from the dipoles tends
to fluctuate from spark to spark, it is
possible to monitor these fluctuations by
a wideband receiver, the output being then
compared to that of the individual filters
or receivers, to correct for power level
changes.
The waveguide filters. do not appear to be as suitable
Ias the semi-optical methods for measurement of radiation
characteristics, hence the two methods are complementary. ,
By avoiding the use of . horn . and mirrors and containing the
radiated power within a waveguide much larger power densities
result hence signal to noise ratio of receivers is improved
and one can go to . shorter waves*
7. ' Power output . from . a . simple . radiator
The accuracy of an estimate of radiated power depends
largely on the lrnowledge of the mechanism which takes place
in the system during the breakdown and radiation. It has














all evidence, ' especially the experiments hy Lindman which
led to results very close to- those theoretically expected
on the assumption of • a sudden collapse of field, . indicates
that it is, in fact, a case of a build up of a charge across
the gap, due . to the high voltages induced, followed by a
rapid breakdown of the gap.
Stratton has proved that the field of . the fundamental
modo of oscillation of a conducting sphere is that of an
/-z N'-t „ieelectric dipole whose moment is given by p s
where kg is dielectric constant of the medium
is the radius of the sphere
E is the electric force
and 11 « t-j
where suffix (l) refers to the sphere and suffix (2) to the
medium* H is seen to be very large for the frequency
range discussed, hence £ and the potential
energy of the sphere becomes p , E is the
potential gradient at which the gap will break down. .
Thus, for n breakdowns per second, assuming that each
spark leads to a complete discharge of the sphere, the total
power radiated - neglecting absorption - will be
Taking for E the figure given in paragraph 1, say 500 kV/cm,
—1*1a, = 0*5 mm, ko for paraffin r 2.5 x .886 x 10 ,















spectrum with a peak at around « 5,5 mm,
Ito similar estimate has been arrived at for the
cylindrical 'dipoles because of the mathematical difficulties,
but it is interesting to note that a sphere in an electro­
static field E has the same moment as • the oscillating
sphere, Now King has shown that the self-capacity of a
radiating cylindrical dipole aerial of overall length h is
within a few per cent of the static capacitance of two
cylindrical end-on conductors, which has been shown to be
* h._____
* 60c.(Jl-ZMs) .
where c is velocity of light
, 24.
" - Ity, J-
2a being the length » h
b being the radius
Taking A » 6 mm and ^/h » 4, Hallen's solution leads to ■
SL K 5,2 hence _
/• s /2r*
~ 6o» 2*//>St# '
hence potential energy at breakdown assuming a voltage of
20 kV will be 2 giving power of 7,7 'nW per spark but 
since the corresponding log dec is 1,5 against 3,62 for
sphere, the power will bo concentrated much more around the
natural wavelength. The proportion of power within the
bandwidth defined by the *half peak power" points for








has also been carried out of power contained in a band equal
to of . the centre frequency at natural frequency and also
at twice and three times natural frequency neglecting the
radiation at . harmonics . of natural frequency the power levels
of which .. it has not been possible as yet to estimate. . The
results appear in the table below:
table
Proportion of power radiated in:
(a) "*/2 power band" of total radiated power
(b) a hand » of natural frequency f centred at f0
(o) _ - 11 - 2f
(d) ~ " mmr ~ " - w « ~ - « - - " w 5f
for various . values of log. dec. 6.
6 a b c d
.25 48% .64 4.4 X ’ l0”0 .62 X 10“0
.5 48% .52 8.0 X 10“O 1,2 X 10"0
1 48% .16 17 X 10"0 2.5 X 10*0
2 48% ♦ 08 33 X 10”o 6.1 X 10**'
3.62 60% .056 60 X 10“o 10 X 10“0
By using ’the arguments ’ of para. 5.2. it ' can be shown




















given • in terms of natural •wavelength .and log dec • hy the
1 and since within naproi limits both 6relation.P « 2df,
and fi • vary more or less linearly with dimensions • one can
expect power to vary • proportionally to square wavelength.
This is, in fact, what has. been found by Webb and Woodman
over a wide range of dimensions using both cylinders and
spheres. They also found that for any given A, the power
radiated by a sphere is almost twice larger than that from
a cylinder, which is in reasonable agreement with the
discussion above when one considers that the • bandwidth of
the receiver was constant. The only dioagrcement appears
to • be with the expression • derived by Stratton according to
which power should be proportional to cube of wavelength,
but it is very likely that - as follows from the discussion
in para, 1*2. - the required electric gradient is reduced
as wavelength is increased, thus reducing radiated power*
In conclusion, it is seen that power radiated by the
spark • generator is very small and decreases rapidly as
frequency increases* If one attempts to use a part • of the
spectrum away from natural frequency, the available i power
is very small indeed and for that reason, it is inadvisable



















part iii. - experimental
1* ' Introduction
The ■ review ' of microwave generators undertaken in
part ‘ i tends to' the ' conclusion that with ' the exception of
backward travelling wave tubes (which were in the very
early ' 'development stage when this work was undertaken) the
spark generator offers an important source of microwaves. in
the centimetric and millimetric region.
Having analysed the theoretical background of the
radiating cylinder and .sphere .- .aid the not inconsiderable
evidence collected by earlier workers on the . lines of the
first sections of part II, . a plan of . work emerged in which
the following points became apparent:
(a) The evidence on the whole supports the
Abraham-HaUen theories. In particular
the experiments of Lindman make this point
fairly convincingly.
(b) The reduction in dimensions and the consequent
Increase in the effects of mounting, of
irregular thickness.- and outlines, impossible
in practice to control, introduce into the
theory factors which cannot be at present
allowed for fully enough to make an accurate


















(c) in view cf points (a) and (b) it appeared • that
the theoretical aspects of the matter should
■ not bo pursued any further hut taken as L
. established.• Instead, now methods of study­
ing the radiated s.eetrum - in particular 
the Boltzmann interferometer - should he
■ ' examined*
(d) An attempt should he made to utilise the wide
hand spectrum of radiation hy filtering out
any desired band of frequencies and thus
evolving a variable frequency and a multihand
source* in this connection little can he
expected from slits and gratings after the
analysis of these given earlier* instead
waveguide filters should he employed,
(e) Waveguide techniques should he utilised to
the fulle s t ex tent* In view' of the minute
• '' powers expected in the mm region and the well
developed technique and component design in
the 3 cm region most of the experimental work
should, in fact, he carried out between 1 and
3 cm* ' . •
(f) Modern pulse methods should he employed, .a
single spark source being used for simplicity,




















.. sources such as arrays or mass radiator*,.
2. Moasurement. technigu-e.
In all•experiments, crystal diodes, obtained commercially
were used as detectors* • Ho power was measured • beyond
estimates based • on the characteristics of these crystals*
In view ' of the considerable fluctuations of output from
the spark radiators, some thought had to be given • to ■ . , 
developing a method that would enable one • to differentiate
between changes in . output and fluctuations* Previous
workers used a galvanometer of long time constant, hence
insensitive to rapid fluctuations* An ordinary moving coil
meter in the output of a balanced amplifier will have a
similar effect* t
Both of these methods have been used at various stages
of the work • but they . were found not accurate enough to
determine wavelengths, etc,, • being too insensitive to small
changes in output,• A pen recorder would allow • one to
observe the changes in output level against the fluctuations
but the considerable damping of the pen may make this method
insensitive* Hence, instead of using a pen it was decided
to use a cathode ray oscilloscope trace and a camera*
Instead of averaging out the fluctuations by damping, use
is made here of the•integrating property of a film exposed
to a moving point of light. The signal is applied to the






















consist of a line of height proportional to individual pulse
strength in output, hence the line length will - - fluctuate
with the output. If at - any setting of the gear . the film
is exposed to the trace for a fixed time, the record will
appear on developping as a line of liglit tapering off at the
ends moro or less depending on the fluctuation of power.
If for each - rev setting of the - gear the-bean is shifted to
a now position in the - X direction, then on completing the
set of measurements the film will reproduce the power changes
to an accuracy which depends on one's ability to follow the
envelope of the picture - keeping at a constant intensity of
light - a skill which is quickly acquired in practice
although it is reaslised that much more reliable results
could be obtained by using a suitable. photometer which could
either be made to follow" the contour at any desired light
intensity or else . the interferrogram could be scanned by a
light beam and the light intensity converted to an electric
signal.. Instead of traversing the beam one could move the
filra with identical effect, but moving the beam can be done
automatically in many cases where a movement of the
measuring gear can be directly translated, via a i)otentio- 
meter coupled to it, to the X plates in the form of an
increasing voltage which shifts the beam across*
This technique, which, in spite of its simplicity,



















find application in other fields. such as radiation pattern
plotting etc. Long persistence cathode ray tube should he
very useful hero. ' . .. .
5* Equipment ' . ..
0*1, Pulse . pee-orator , ■
Having examined several possible high voltage pulse • •
generators it was decided to . concentrate on a hard valve• 
type in order to have the maximum freedom of pulse length
and frequency. The final design is given in Fig, 47, and
the complete equipment is shown in Pig. 48. The maximum
voltage obtainable wets limited by the availability of a
suitable hard valve. The 715 B was found the best valve
obtainable for the job. It3 maximum safe voltage on the
anode is 20,OOOY - which was thus fixed as the maximum pulse
voltage. The valve is driven by a "bootstrap" type
amplifier from a Dawe pulse generator capable of giving 
1, 10 and 100 ji sec pulses up to 5200 per second.
The 20 kY dc sup-ply is obtained by a Cochroft-Walton
type rectifier multiplier from an 8000V secondary, 180Y
primary 2000 c/s transformer, the supply being obtained from
a suitable do/ac converter. The 2000 c/s frequency permits
the use of smoothing capacitors of reasonable size.«
In order to cause the breakdown, at as high a voltage
as possible the pulse must have a steep front. The actual
























5.2. Radiating . elements
llWiW'l >W— ■ >W ■—***»
Two designs of the radiator arrangement were experi­
mented with. In the first, referred to hereafter as nark 1
radiator*, the two elements forming the dipole were mounted
in glass tuhes 0 nm in diameter. The tubes were hold in
a brass tank as showm in Fig. 49A. One of the tubes could 
be cg ■ ■..•trod with respect to the other which could be moved
axially. The tank was filled with paraffin or transformer
oil. The h.v. pulses wore brought to the dipole via
electrodes running inside the tubes in air. in order to
prevent these electrodes and the whole h.v. system from
oscillating 1000-f. resistors wore incorporated in then.
Thus the system consisted of three gaps: central one in 
paraffin between the two elements constituting the dipole
and two air gaps between each element and the h.v. supply.
Each gap could be adjusted in length independently of. all
others. The bottom of the tank was fitted with a movable
parabolic reflector, while the top was reduced gradually to
fit a standard X-band waveguide coupler. A horn could be
coupled at this end if desired.
Thi3 radiator proved very efficient and troube free
to operate, but the difficulty was in mounting the dipolo
in the tubes. At first it was thought that tungsten has
to bo used to slow; dov/n erosion due to sparking* Then




























In spite of a great deal of effort and expert help, the
technological difficulty of a paraffin-tight mounting of , 
elements shorter than 3 m was found too great# ITor could
any suitable technique be developed to mount suitably in
the tube ball • bearings of 1, 2 or 3 mm in diameter.
■ Thile this set up was examined, it was found that
under suitable conditions one electrode could be dispensed
with, and even the earth return could be omitted# Thus,
a mark 2 radiator was developed consisting of an h.v#
electrode sealed into a 10 mm dia glass tube filled with • 
paraffin or other suitable liquid# Into this tube is
inserted a dielectric rod carrying on•its end the radiating
element sealed or glued on# The diolectric rod could be
adjusted axially and centred with respect to the h#v#
electrode • bo that the gap could be adjusted, a fine screw
providing the final adjustment. Fig?. 49B. shows the
arrangement# The larger glass tube is fixed across•a• 
waveguide so that•tho radiating element is centrally• 
situated# A plunger in one end of the • guide can be ' moved
to • any desired distance from the radiator.
This system simplifies the mounting of the radiator,
reduces the amount of paraffin or other liquid that has to
be used and could be developed into a straightforward
plug-in unit#
 Fig. 49b.
Schematic Diagoam or Radiator * Mark H.
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3.5. Detected siL;^tn^ZL amplifiers
Since the received signals consist of short pulses, 
ac amplifiers can he used with the crystal detector, • 
simplifying the design.
Three types of amplifiers were used. The first (for 
circuit diagram see Fig. 50.) was used primarily as a • visual 
monitor of output level since it operates a micro-cmmeter, 
the moving coil of which acts as an integrator.' ' The ' 
second, two of which were used at times, is a straight-* 
forward e6 coupled two stage amplifier with a gain of 
50,000 and a bandwidth of 1,000 to 60,000 c/s. This *wide 
hand* amplifier was used for general purpose work. Its - 
circuit is given in Fig:. 51*
The third type of amplifier built was a tuned amplifier 
with a gain of 30,000 and a bandwidth of •50 c/s centred on 
2000 c/s. The circuit diagram is given in ' Fig. 52. . This 
amplifier hy virtue of its narrow hand gave a sinusoidal 
output which was very good for photographing purposes since 
the resultant trace was clear and uniform hoth helow and 
ahove the zero axis, whereas the wide hand amplifiers gave 
very sharp and therefore faint positive swing followed hy 
a much smaller negative one.
3.4* Wavelength ,measuring, , equipment ’














Circuit of Narrow Band Amplified.







of measuring equipment , especially at wavelengths greater 
than 8 mm because of . its simplicity, independence of the 
wavelength ,of measured signal (at least within the range 
of interest here) and the facility it offers to apply the 
photographic technique developed. The resultant inter-
ferrigrsons can he used to determine the whole received 
spectrum hy a method described in part II. The other
method of measuring wavelength and spectrum hy producing 
standing wave in front of a reflector and then measuring 
it hy means of a probe is considered to be less suitable 
and especially where a short aerial is used as a probe, this 
is likely to give false * readings due to re-radiation. This 
method is, however, very useful when the radiated energy . 
is confined to a waveguide. An ordinary S W R meter can
then he employed to measure the standing waves* If the 
resultant standing wave is to he interpreted for the pur­
poses of estimating 6, the probe must not he tuned or 
tunable, otherwise the reading will correspond to the probe 
frequency and not to the source.
At lov/er wavelengths it is found that the Boltzmann
interferometer is not accurate enough to determine Ao * 
Instead an echalett© grating has been used* Slits and
slit gratings have also been tried with some success but
the output level of the first order spectrum is low and on
account of the low Q (see part II) it is difficult to
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estimate the wavelength accurately. • Pahry Perot inter- ' 
ferometers have also been built • and tested.*
6.4.1* The ,, Boltzmann,, interferometer . ,
A photograph of the apparatus built is given in Pig. 55.
It consists of a fixed aluminium plate 4* x 8”. Immediately 
above .is carried another identical plate* This can bo 
moved by a motor driven gearing up to 2 inches in the • 
direction normal to the reflecting surface while the whole 
cradle carrying the motor and reflector can be moved along 
rails by an 18* long DBA screw (l turn, » 1 mm forward 
movement). Thus the moving reflector can be made to 
traverse from. 1* in front of the fixed one to several inches 
behind it by turning the screw, while any two inches of ' 
this traverse can be examined at a uniform rate by a motor 
drive* A non-elastic belt connects the two mirrors, 
passing over a roller , geared to a potentiometer, so that 
any relative movement of the mirrors can be translated 
accurately to the X plates of an oscilloscope as a deflect­
ing voltage proportional to distance between mirrors * If, , 
at the same time, the Y plates are fed with the amplified 
output signal, the resultant picture will be a direct graph 
of output level versus mirror displacement, i.e. the 
interferrogr am.
The interferometer was examined for possible errors due 
to lateral displacement of mirrors (since the radiating and
I —
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Effect of unbalance in reflection foom the two
miroops of the | Boltzmann interferometer,
(T) Balanced @ Top mirrqc Reflecting 25% moke
than Bottom Mirror.
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recsiving horns are separate and side hy the side the inter­
ferometer is not set at right angles to the radiated heam 
hut with its normal bisecting the angle hetwoen the two 
horns), and the effects of variation in crystal law as the 
power level varies from 0 to maximum. Figures 54, & 55. 
show the interferrograms obtained with a klystron oscilla­
ting at 5.2 cm when the output power is varied and §lso 
when the interferometer is at various distances and angles 
to the radiator and receiver, These show that no 
appreciable error of any sort is introduced up to a traverse 
of 10 cm, Interferrograms were also taken with one of the
mirrors tilted off position of balance • hy 25%. The
resultant pictures and computed spectra (Fig. 66.) show that 
the error introduced (see also para. 5,4., part II) is not 
very large.
3,4.2, The, echellette crating
An echellctte grating has been built on the lines
of the one described hy Coates, Fig. 57, shows the 
appearance of t he aarannemeert. tt is seen that all the 
reflectors wide, 12" long are pivoted at both ends 
and linked together so that they remain parallel to one 
another at all times. There are 23 reflectors in all
and the central one is fixed to the base so that the frame*
carrying all the other ones can rotate round it. Thus by 
turning the frame, the steps between the reflectors are







varied while they remain parallel to the original plane.
The table itself can ho turned also around the axis of the 
frame. The turning of the frame can he done hy a gear drive 
and a potentiometer is • also geared to it so that the angle• 
of rotation can he•translated to an oscilloscope • as ; an 
excursion of • the beam. in the X axis. The total rotation 
is limited to £40° (i.e. 80° in all) so that the orders can 
he repeated 021 . J hoth ; sides of the normal. Pig. 53. shows. 
the interferrogran obtained with a 9 ix klystron. These
show a certain irregularity in the • shape of the zero and . 
first orders. It was found that utmost care must he taken
to centre the echellette on to the beam to reduce •this 
irregularity to a minimum* Some of the irregularity Is
due to reflections from the frame which of necessity had to 
he made largo and heavy to avoid distortion of the plane of 
reflectors. A second frame suitably ridged can he fixed 
on to the main one to reduce its effect on the reflected 
pattern. It is found, however, that for the purposes of 
measurement the distance between the two peaks of first 
order spectra gives a good measure •of wavelength irrespective 
of the distortion. In addition the accuracy of this device 
is reduced by a backlash of 1° caused by the • friction in the
many pivots. • The reflectors•themselves are made of /2M*
ground stock chromium plated. The wavelength corresponding 
to the first order peaks is given by
A =3 25.4 sin 0
154
where A is measured in millimeters and 0 is the angle between 
normal to reflector and normal to frame at the peak.
Thus the longest wave that can bo measured by this . 
echellette is = 25,4 sin 40 a 16.3 irn.
It will bo noted that also the intensity of the first 
order should be equal to the zero order for a monochromatic 
source, the total power received - which is what was 
measured here - is, in fact, reduced because a smaller 
portion of the beam is reflected as the frame of the 
echellette is rotated (even assuming a perfectly uniform 
beam which is not likely to be the case here), according to 
the cosine law of reflection. This can be observed in 
Fig. 58,
3,5, Other • equipment
A•large quantity of other devices was designed and used 
but as they are of a particular rather than general character 
they will be described when being dealt with in the export* 
monts quoted.
4, Experiments ' with , mark , 1 ; ,.dinole; ,,radiator
4.1, Output , fluctuation " .
after initial difficulties duo to•pickup of low
frequency pulses, this radiating system was found to work 
very satisfactorily for prolonged periods, requiring adjust­
ment of central gap at half hour intervals or so.
 jLOQ
The output fluctuated a great deal and steps wore taken 
to examine the possibility of reducing this, Fig. 59. shows 
a typical output variation, each pulse of radiation being 
detected by a crystal. Observation of the liquid during 
sparking shows the formation of tiny vapour bubbles which 
slowly diffuse away from the spark. It was thought that 
these bubbles cause a random change in the medium between 
the radiating electrodes so that the breakdown strength 
varies continuously. Thus not only may there be a change
in capacity due to dielectric change but also the gap may 
break down at different voltages each time. This change 
of breakdown voltage was, in fact, observed on the CRO. Ho
improvement in regularity was, however, observed when the 
liquid was stirred, put under pressure or played on the gap 
in the form of a jot. Hor was the situation affected by 
irradiating the gap with a radium source or by shaping the 
ends. It has, however, been observed that as the gap is 
reduced, the peak output drops but becomes more regular. '
It is probable that since the reduction in gap causes break­
down at a lower voltage, since this voltage is reached very 
much quicker than the actual peak, the gap breaks down under 
a condition of considerable over voltage which leads to more 
uniform results
On the basis - of all experiments it can be concluded 





















very minimum at which it will still radiate, , This calls for
regular adjustment of the gap and since at each adjustment
power level changes, it is absolutely essential for any
measurements to work with a power level monitor so that
corrections can be applied between individual measurements
should these be taken before and after an adjustment has
taken place,
As to the effect of voltage applied to the electrodes,
once the sparking commences further increase involtage 
makes it more violent, but as soon as radiation has " become
more or less regular no further increase in power ' output Is
observed, supporting the argument‘that the gap now breaks " 
down at a fairly constant value of overvoltage. The actual
voltages used varied between 10 and 18 kv and it was 'J found
that below 12 kv it : was difficult to stabilise the sparking*
That applies to electrodes less than G mm long* Longer
electrodes require lower voltage, That figure is not borne
out by all other published information* It seems that ’ at
least some of the earlier workers used sinusoidal supply . 
and voltages of the order of 6000 V; it is possible, however,
that they accepted a much greater'fluctuation of power than
was allowed here*
4,2* Auxiliary gaps .
With the auxiliary gaps about 1 cm long, the sparking




















be adopted to reduce direct pickup. It was found, however,
that the gap between dipole and earth return electrode
(positive) could be increased and when this reached some
2 or 3 cm the noise dropped off suddenly to a barely audible
hiss* The sparking in the central gap was less violent
but still plainly visible. All pickup vanished but no
appreciable reduction in output power was observed* This
is a most interesting observation because under these
circumstances very little power is taken from the source and
no noticeable wear or corrosion of electrodes takes place. 
Thus there is no need to use tungsten or platinum electrodes.
Also bubbling is reduced.
Further experiments have shown that both the earth
return and one of the radiating electrodes can be removed
altogether provided the one remaining gap is flooded with
paraffin oil or similar high strength liquid. This
observation led to the development of a novel form of
radiator (mark 2) described later.
4.3. Spectrum a ' , alygis , ,, by. Boltzmann,, interferometer
A long series of tests was carried out using various
lengths of dipoles and varying the size of the waveguide at
the receiving end, steps being taken to avoid any filtering
by the metal box in which the radiators are mounted.
Since it is often difficult to decide what is the value











values obtained from the interferrogram before performing
the computation leading to power spectrum ( lg(w)| ^), a 
computation has been carried out on an interferrogram ■ for
two fixed but different values of P a and also for two
values of P p slowly varying with distance (in case the
interferrogram is tilted). The results given in Fig. 60.
show that the error in ■ spectrum near the peak is negligible.
Fig. 61. shows the spectrum of power (corrected for assumed
crystal characteristics) for a dipole 0.5 mm dia, 8 mm
overall length and another 0.5 mm dia, 12 mm overall length.







8 mm .5 mm 26.6 mm 1.67 1.51 1.0 ,96
12 mm *5 mm 40 mm 1.67 1.56 .6 . 82
The calculated values of were derived by assuming
that half the dipole length is in air, 2 mm of its length
is embedded in glass (k « 6) and the rest is in paraffin
oil (k = 2.25). a
It is seen that the calculated ratio of • agrees
fairly well with observation when one considers the diffi­





























dielectric constant of glass makes an error here very pro­
nounced ■on final results thus hy ■ assuming the depth of seal
1.5 mm instead 1 mm per each ■ element, the ratio ■ would increase
to 1.84 for the 8 ■ run dipole). The divergence is much
greater when one examines the log dec of the wave, which
is especially pronounced .at the longer wave. This, however,
can he ■ explained hy reference to the discussion in part 11 a
para.3.0.1Fig;. 23. where ■it is shown that a cutoff
between 6 and 8 kle/s produces no apparent change in ‘
natural wavelength vUle resulting in a considcrahle
reduction in log. decrement* Since X hand waveguides
(cutoff at G.6 were used a fall in ohsorved log. dec.
should he expected.
The effect of increasing the cutoff freguency hy
reducing guide width is showm clearly in the interferro- 
grams in Fig. 62. from which it is seen that the log. dec.
is reduced very considerably, and the apparent natural
wavelength is ■ also reduced, thus when guide width (normally
22.85 mm) is reduced to 15 in, X/ measured as half the
distance between consecutive minima is found to he 20.6 mm,
while hy further reducing the guide width to 11 mm, Xo
heccsnes 21 rnrn. «»
A certain irregularity can he observed in the inter-
ferrograms when due to the frequency selective nature of
the waveguide system and the resonant nature of dipoles, the
l^sZo «**■ Z ' H *****
Jc = MS «—•»
£$£ef- qt- *■ <&>&■ ft'fc*'
fy6z-
Twter&!,r63>''4Mi -/*"?





















frequency spectrum deviates from the single podi form to^ a
double peaked one. This has been observed also by lindman
and by kawano. The effect is removed by increasing the ■Q - 
of either the receiver or the sender waveguides system by a
cavity or a filter, ■so that the received power spectrum
becomes independent of the■dipole form or■shape. In view , 
of the great technological difficulties in making and
mounting-minute dipoles the approach of frequency selection
and ■ control by filters appears the preferable one, and has
been followed in all further work.
5. The■ ... mark II. radiator ' , >
The principle■of operation of this radiator is basically
the same as that of mark I ■ dipole. The mechanism is again
based on the sudden field changes caused by the■electron
avalanche crossing the gap between the main and the radiating
electrode under the ■ stress^ of a very high field existing
between them. . That it is essential to have a high and . 
non uniform field has been proved by a series of experimentsT- ' -
in which the main electrode end was variously shaped* Only
when this was fairly sharp was the sparking uniform and
continuous enough to compare with that obtainable with
mark I radiator.
Attempts wore made■to establish wherein , lies the source
of microwave radiation. To this end a very small metallic . 
reflector was placed behind the radiator, where moving the
/fAAk I rad/aSvr
tty. .























mirror up and dowm parallel with the electrodes it was found
that invariably greatest output ■ was obtained when the■mirror
was exactly behind the isolated element, supporting the view
that■it is the dipole itself and■not the spark gap that is
the source of microwave radiation, although the sise of ■ the
mirror and resulting diffraction effects nay introduce a • 
large error. ■ ■ .
The structure of this radiator permits it to be mounted
easily across a waveguide, which may be fitted with a
plunger at one end for tuning purposes, Otherwise output
could be taken from both ends. A certain amount of energy
escapes from the guide via the top and bottom apertures
which need be fairly large to avoid discharges from the
electrodes to guide walls. By circulating the oil or
paraffin in the glass tube surrounding the electrodes
prolonged operation results with few adjustments.
The operation of this type of radiator might bo thought
as not unli ■ : the simple busser which, when mounted in a
cavity, produces, by virtue of sudden discharges, wide band
radiation extending into microwave region. However, experi 
ments have shown that the mark II radiator has an advantage
over the buzzer in power and stability because, first of all 
the paraffin oil permits higher voltages across the gap
before breakdown and, secondly, the short element radiator

















region of its natural frequency*
The experiments have shown that, in fact, both the
natural frequency and the log dec of the wave is identical
with that obtained v/hen two such elements forming a dipole
are used in mark I radiator* Thus the single element acts
as a quarter wave aerial. *
Prolonged attempts wore made to obtain millimetre waves
by making the element very short since mounting is simpler
as only one end of the element has to be accessible* This
work was unsuccessful because as the element length is
reduced below some 6 mm. ‘ the sparking .becomes most irregular
making measurements ‘impossible* Thus once again one is
forces to work ' ‘ with longer elements‘and to use filters for
. ' • • ■ . '■ . . - V • _ ‘ • ■ •
band selection*
On the author's advice, Professor iawano has also
experimented with a radiator mark II and in a private
communication reported • ‘ a ‘ trebling ‘ of the power he used to ,
obtain with the conventional radiator*‘ • ; I V* . :
6* Exp eriments with .filters .,. in the 1 to. . 5 cm rogion
Two types of filters were examined; the post and the
iris type*
G*l* The . post type filter ’
6*1*1, Ucasureneuts at . 5*1 .. . cm
























s which are longer than guide
complexity of the formulae
Instead one has to rely on
guide arc limited to wavelength 
width, which together with the 
make them of little uco here. 
exp eriment al re oui t e,
The simple idea is to make a two-post filter as
described in part II for.the shortest possible wavelength
and then to lengthen the filtered wave by increasing the
effective separation between the posts by a capacitive
screw placed between them. The shortest wave that can be
filtered by this simple method is limited by relative
magnitude of the insertion loss which the filter presents
to the natural frequency of dipole and the amplitude of the
power spectrum of the filtered band in the dipole spectrum.
This is seen in Fig. 65, where solid lino represents the
transmitted p^ower of a 5.12 cm .wave against separation of
two 6 BA screws right across the X band guide parallel to
E vector (narrow side) while the dashed line represents the
power spectrum of a decaying wave whose natural wavelength
is 5.12 cm and log, dec. is 1. This figure shows that when
the distance between the screws (d) is less than 7*5 mm the
transmitted wave will have in its spectrum a larger component
around the 3.12 cm band than around the frequency for which
it is tuned. The position is actually even worse than that
shown because the decaying wave by virtue of its wide






flTfgNUftTiQM op a 5-14 ,cm. wave sv two ig Posts
Dashed line Represents the corresponding Powep
Spectrum of a pecavinc oscillation wmqse Natupal
WAVELENGTH IS 5r14 C.m. AND LOG. DEC. IS I
a;
klystron generated 5*12 cn monochromatic 
is little point in nakinnfd.- < - vlilC.
wave* Hence, there 
sets,the lower-limit
of the filtered waveband centre to about - 15 kkc/s (2 cm)* 
Thus this filter should be tunable between 2 cm and 4.5 cm 
(the long wave limit being set by ' the cut-off wavelength of
the guide)*
An attempt was made to estimate the Q of a post filter 
consisting of two 6I3A screws set 0 mm apart and tuned by a 
central 6BA screw/# Since the screw itself acts as a tuned
circuit (placing across the - guide an effective short circuit 
when it is , a quarter wave long) the resultant-spectral 
characteristics of the filter are double peaked#- . The actual 
"half-power* width of the spectrum could not bo measured 
because of the klystron,frequency limits, but Q-was estimated 
as,less than 20# . , ... •.
1 Wlen 5 screws are - placed - at 8 mn intervals ' with 2 
intermediate tuning screws the Q of the filter is somewhat 
improved but this filter, is very sensitive to accurate 
tuning of both sections,- - 'with - the result that when the • 
tuning is carried out by moving both tuning screws together 
and in step the resultant Q is likely to' be ' much reduced*
On- the other -hand, in analogy'with all double-tuned circuits 
this two-section ' type filter has much sharper cut-off 
characteristics, hence it-should - give ' a very much- better 














than the single section (two posts with one time)*
6.1.2. Measurements with * * spark . generated *wave
Boltzmann interferrograms were taken with various
arrangements. From these the spectra were computed using
the Beavers Lipson 3° strips.
The expression for the length of a post filter is
6) ((* t feuT’ ) * Since B of the post* ii negative
ai °
(inductive) the filter is shorter than half guide wavelength.
For °/16" posts which . were used in the experiments Marcuyitz
agives & a 0.36 at 3.2 cm. Since for a given guide width
19
approaches as it is reduced well below cut-off, it
would appeea that by riigiing the pssts closer together 
ever shorter waves would be filtered out . In fact, this
is not the case. lea^s^su^c^ments on a variable post separation
filter show that the wavelength to which the filter tunes
decrease fairly linearly dorm to about 2 cm for a separation
of 6 mm beyond which, however, no reduction in wavelength
is obtained (Fig. 66.). This is in accordance with
theoretical analysis and experimental measurement of the
reactance of inductive posts according to which the inductance
of the post increases as the ratio of post length to wave­
length increases, i.e. B decreases causing ° to
increase rapidly. As B decreases, so does Q of the filter


























part II, the resultant spectrum has an ever increasing pro­
portion of the longer waves characteristic of the spark
generated wave. ' This is seen hy examining figures which
give spectra obtained with a post separation of 4 and 8
millimetres (Pig. 67.). An improvement in the spectrum
can be obtained hy* increasing the number of filter sections
as seen in Figures 68 and 69. These also show/ that fewer
filter sections with 8 mm separation are required than with
4 mm separation.
On the basis of the above results a 5 post filter with
8 f separation was chosen ' for further examination of the
effects of tuning it by intermediate capacitive posts which
have the effect of effectively lengthening the filter the
larger their capacity i.e. the further they are pushed into
the guide (provided they do not reach the cross over depth
at which they hecome inductive).
Fig, 70. gives the results of computation of power
spectra obtained with different settings of the tuning posts
while Fig,. 71. plots the centre frequency against depth of
penetration of the posts. This shows that this sirnqle
filter can be made to cover a range from 7 kIIo/e to 14 MTc/s
or a frequency tuning range of 2 to 1 not achievable by any
other microwave generator. The Q of the filter when
corrected according to Fig,. 86. part II (interferrograms




r i G. 71. , I,
Frequency ' at centre of Band amp Relative. Powsg
in the band at Various Depths of tuning .screw.
order of 10. This figure is lower than that obtained for• 
the filter when tested around 3.1. on ' because of the fact 
that it is unlikely that the two filter sections were 
identical hence an equal depth of tuning post is not likely 
to mean that both are. tuned to the same frequency. To •
check this point a series of measurements was carried ' out 
in which both the tuning screws were set at approximately ' 
equal depth. Then one screw was turned in steps of a 
quarter of a turn up and down, at each setting an inter- 
ferrogram being obtained* Pig. 72* gives the . spectra at 
three such settings; one giving highest Q and one on either 
side of it. It will be seen that a ' change of only ' .103 mm 
reduced the measured value of Q from a maximum of 19 . to 14 
when screwed out and to 12.5 when screwed in, this ' ' being 
accompanied by a small shift in centre frequency.
The computed spectra do not show the double peaking 
which was observed when working with a klystron around 
3.1. c:m. This may be due to the fact that the computation
is not accurate enough'to reproduce , the fine structure of 
the spectrum, the labour involved limiting,one to steps 
not smaller than 0.5 kllc/s.
EXportocnts were then conducted with a view to extend­
ing the post filter technique below 2 era. . The standard 
X band guide WG16 (0.4*' X 0.9**) was reduced gradually to 
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with adjustable posts. While the immediate effect of
reducing the guide dimensions was to reduce the band centre
frequency from 4 to 2 cm the introduction of the filter
reduced the power level to so low a value that the inter­
ferometer could no longer be used. The wavelengths could
be estimated only very approximately by observing the
standing wave at the receiver crystal when a shortcircuiting
plunger is moved. By this means it was observed that the
centre of the pass band could be shifted to very nearly
SO MIc/s (l cm). Ho accurate measurement was possible
because of very pronounced output power fluctuation. This
fluctuation was even more troublesome when the guide was
further reduced to 3 W 22 (.253*f x .141°) due to further
reduction of signal to noise ratio. In spite of prolonged
experiments no improvement could be obtained and> in conse­
quence, it is believed that the power in the pulses radiated
by a simple element or pair in a band narrower than 1 kZte/s
centred at frequencies higher than 60 ldli/s does not exceed
appreciably the noise power when the natural frequency of
the source is at a considerably lower frequency. The
problem of fluctuations of power at these high frequencies
will be discussed later.
6.2. Experiments, with iris filter *
Various iris filters were designed and tested in an


















After lengthy experiments an iris filter was built having the 
15°following dimensions: Iris width 0.2*°, ■ filter length j 
diaphragm thickness in a standard X ■ band guide (.9)° , x .4°).
This filter should tune in ■ theory to 2 cm with a Q of 90.
A central GBA ■ screw was provided to tune the filter*
The resultant spectra for various depths of the tuning screw
are given in Figures 73 and 74. It will be seen that for
a small insertion of the ■ screw two peaks are present one
due to the natural frequency of the generator* the other
duo to the filter. As the filter ■ frequency is reduced, the
filter response begins to predominate (see discussion in
para. 3.4.2. part Il). The frequency range over which this
filter can be usefully employed extends from 7.1 kEc/s
(4.2 cm) to 12.0 kMc/s (2.5 cm) with Q well above 20 and
possibly as high as 100 (the correction factor at ■ this ■ range
is so large as to make the accurate estimate of Q impossible
unless a much longer interforrogram can be obtained). Thus
this filter gives a bandwidth considerably narrower than'
1 kdc/s. The ■ output power falls off bo rapidly at the '
upper frequency end that it is unlikely that useful amounts
of energy could be obtained in such a narrow band at wave­
lengths shorter than 2 cm (see also table of Fig. 54.,
£
part II). Some improvement can be obtained by reducing the
radiator length, but that again leads to technological
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When tills filter was ■ used in conjunction with a stand*
ing wave meter, very clear and distinct standing waves could
he ohsorved and measured* Without the tuning screw this ■
standing wave had a • separation between minima of just over
1 cm showing that the filtered wave hand centre lies close
to \0 s S cm, the , Sif meter itself heing used to remove
the longer wave peak. As the tuning screw was inserted,
the measured increased until it eventually extended over
several inches illustrating very effectively the relation
i - 1 f 
I,1- 'I,1- '
where At is the wave guide cut-off wavelength. ■
It ' should also he noted here that a considerahle amount
of thought and work was expended on the design of iris
filters, which * especially in the shorter wavelength range * 
present a serious technological problem*
7. Filtering ,, hy,, wave ,,, gui de ,,,,, cut-off , changes
It has already been mentioned that a shift in output
hand can he obtained by narrowing down the guide* Experi*
ments conducted with X band and Q band guides confirm this*
The wave guide can be reduced most effectively by
cutting a slit along the top and bottom faces and pressing
the side walls together so as to close the slit* This
method is familiar in phase shifting techniques. It gives

















squeeze section has resulted in a shift of output band from
12 mm down to 8 mm • with a bandwidth of the order of 5 to
5 Idi/s* , ■ . ,
One'can also'go in the opposite direction by introducing
into’tho/guide a dielectric of constant k, which lowers‘the
cut-off/'frequency by Vk. Experiments with polystyrene,
perspex and glass filling again confirmed these results.
The difficulty here is in that the changes can only ' be
obtained in steps depending on the available dielectrics,
although the development of polystyrene foam of different
density provides a suitable range of filters*
8. Experiments .with .wire . netting
It has been mentioned in part II (para, 4.4.1.) that 
wire gratings could be . used to attenuate longer waves in
the radiator spectrum. To examine their effectiveness,
brass wire netting of square mesh was used in place of the
wire grating. Fig, 75. gives the epechra resultiing from 
netting of different mesh and Pig. 7(6* gives the rel stive 
power output.
An attempt was also made to use wire ' grating Fabry
Perot interferometers. For this purpose two identical wire
nettings were placed at a distance apart at which the output
was at a maximum. The resultant spectrum for mesh 4*
is given in Fig. . 77, It will be observed that while the
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and a further improvement is possible by using a Fabry Perot 
arrangement, the method does not compare in usefulness and 
output power with the waveguide filters.
A precision Pabry Perot interferometer was built using 
copper wires stretched on a frame. The distance between 
the wires of the grating was closely controlled by a spiral 
screw running alongside top and bottom which also permitted 
the two wire gratings to shift sideways with respect to 
one another. This grating tuned very satisfactorily when 
used with a klystron at 9 mm but it had no such effect on 
the spark generated wave, on account of its high Q which 
caused too little power to be filtered out.
9. Experiments with„reflection, and.diffraction , gratings
Extensive tests wore carried out with gratings of 
various designs and sizes. While these confirmed generally
the findings and discussion in part II, they were found to 
be of little use as filters. It was realised that it may 
well be possible to develop gratings which would give very 
much better results, but this work was considered outside 
the scope of the present work.
*Some interesting results havo been obtained using slits
and Blit gratings in confirming the applicability of



















These results together with the underlying theory are given
in Appendix Jl. published by the author. . The arrangement
of screen and slits which are fully adjustable has been
developed for this purpose. The patterns were obtained by
a photographic technique described earlier.
The most disappointing were experiments with the 
previously described ecliellette grating* Due to the small
errors in the alignment of the individual mirrors and to the
difficulty of 1 obtaining a parallel beam and to the nature
of . radiation the .resultant patterns were so irregular as
to be meaningless and work on this had to be suspended at
this stage. huch greater degree of accuracy than was ~ 
possible • with the existing workshop ' facilities seems
necessary to achieve useful results,
10. Output . power
Ho absolute measurements of power were carried out
because the wide band of the radiation involves in the
concept of . power the received bandwidth* ’ Thus the results
of power measurement are only applicable to this particular
set up'
However, some measurements were carried out to gauge . 
the order magnitudes involved* These have shown that in
the case of radiator mark I the output voltage from the















chamber in which the radiators are mounted was of the order
of 10 mY peak with G mm dipoles. When an iris filter (iris
width .2') was ' used reducing the bandwidth to about of
centre frequency, the peak output ■ corresponding to various
centre frequencies was as given below (agreeing well with
the results.of analysis given in
Ae Voof Power outputrelative■to total
7,5 klc/s 4,0 cm 500 jX : . 25*
9.4 5.2 cm 200 pV . . 04%
11.1 . " 2.7 cm 20 pV , . 000-4%
15 " 2*0 cm 10 fXY . .0001%
While this shows that the available signal is not only
very low but also falls off very rapidly at higher frequencies
it should be realised that the output is in the form of
pulses at a pro-determined repetition 'frequency, hence not
only can high gain A.C. amplifiers be used but these can be
gated (coherent detectors) to reduce their noise.very
considerably.
The total pov/er output from a 6 mm dipole was estimated
by direct measurement of crystal current to be of the order



















Tailing off linearly with frequency. This linear relation ■ 
indicates that it should he possible to raise the frequency. 
still higher before the sparking would become irregular and
power cease to increase in proportion* This would require
a corresponding increase • of input power which was not . ' 
available. In fact the existing pulse generator when run
at 5200 c/s could. only produce a 12 kV pulse without . a
serious overload. It vi.ll be noted that previous workers
who operated with pulses of long time rise have reported . 
that pulse frequency . had to be kept low/ (between 80 and
400 per sec), showing . that sharp pulses with short time rise
and long gaps resulting in less violent sparking used here
offers greater powers . than obtainable hitherto*
Measurements of power against pulse peal: voltage have
shown that although power output increases with pulse
voltage the increase is small especially above 12 kV, and
is duo primarily•to greater regularity of output caused by
the increased overvoltage across'the paraffin oil gap*
10.1 Output . power fluctuations .. at • the upper. frequency range.
The cause of the increased fluctuation of power observed
as one appreciably increases the cut-off frequency has. been
examined critically and appears to lie in Jhe random 4 .
character of the spark discharge mechanism* It is clear , 





















voltage change which occurs while the electron avalanche
builds up and crosses the gap as explained • in para* ' 1 of ’ 
part II* Since the Q of the radiator (acting•as a tuned
circuit) is'very low a considerable latitude is allowed•in
the • avalanche current I = c.ut ^ich, in fact, has a
largo random variation* The • resultant oscillation, however,
has a somewhat different spectrum at each pulse: • the 
steeper the pulse, the larger the high frequency • components
in the spectrum* Thus, within an octave or two of the
natural frequency the spectrum is fairly uniform and power
fluctuations can be kept low by a proper degree of over­
voltage but for even higher frequencies the individual
spectra diverge more and more resulting in pronounced power
fluctuation as between one pulse and another. , This situs-*
tien is made worse by the fact that the radiators oscillate
at harmonics of natural frequency • if these are excited, but 
the overvoltage required to excite frequencies in • excess_ of
5.10 M c/s has been shown to be difficult to f • attain even
with paraffin oil in the gap, hence only some pulses will
contain these harmonics. The problem is thus seen not to
be limited to the cases of filtered band but is also present
when the natural wavelength is reduced to the millimetre
region. On this account alone the spark generated milli­
metre waves require special techniques of detecting and
recording to minimise the effects of power fluctuation.





















It is necessary at this stage to analyse the results
of the experiments in the light of the review of microwave
generators given in part I and with reference to the analysis
of spark generation and spectrum dispersion given in ■ part IX*
111*1 Performance, . • .
This work was primarily concerned with generation of
waves in the shorter centimetrio and milltoetric range
(X, E and Q band) and the results of prolonged tests indicate
that in the X hand region very satisfactory results can he
obtained by the spark generators, although absolute power
was not measured, the estimated power in this region is of . 
the order of 20 jW distributed, of course, over a very wide
spectrum* More power could be obtained by raising the
pulse repetition frequency.
The technological difficulty of making and mounting
dipoles resonating and producing regular output in the Q band
and the comparatively simple ■ solution of the same problem
in the X band lead one to the conclusion ■ that for reliable
generation of II and Q band spectra by spark generators, it
is prcferablo to work with longer radiators and bo shift
the spectrum to the desired range by high pass filters - the
simplest being thg waveguide. The resultant power in
particular in the Q band is mufch reduced (estimated 60 db



















crystal sensitivity at those frequencies as compared with
the X hand region. Further development .in millimetre ( wave
detectors may lead to improved performance of spark :
generator’s. . . .
The power fluctuations which are inherent in the spark •
generator are also less pronounced in the X hand than in the
Q hand. The fluctuation in the 2 to 4 cm region can he
reduced to a very small fraction hy a careful adjustment of
the gap and hy using high voltage pulses of steep front
giving a large overvoltage.
The position is less satisfactory as the frequency is
increased and the evidence of experiments is that no further
improvement can he expected. Any further work should
concentrate rather on improving the detector amplifier design
to increase the signal to arise ratio possibly by the use
of coherent detectors or by come foim of automatic gain
control.
The mark II radiator offers a simple and effective
device for spark generation covering the examined frequency
range.
11.2 Filtering11 iui
When used with a suitable filter the bpark generator
offers a source of variable frequency, The most suitable




















grating and echillette types of filters have their uses, hut
are limited by a greater difficulty of shifting the filtered
band and errors arising from non parallel beams, dispersion
and attenuation and the comparatively unwieldy structures*
The experiments have established the feasibility of having
a source with an almost 2:1 frequency ratio* The resultant
wave is non-monochrornatlc, but the bandwidth can also be
varied at will*
This should have several important applications such
as possibility of examining properties of materials anywhere
in the spectrum; testing of wide band matching devices,
which is becoming particularly important with the develop­
ment of backward travelling wave tubes tunable over a wide
frequency range provided a good match holds; testing
microwave filter’s* This last technique offers a new approach
to the problem, because by analysing the intcrferrogram
without and then with the filter structure, one can arrive
at the complete filter characteristic including higher
mode transmission, etc.
11.5* Measurement .technique
Most of the quantitative part of this work was done
with the help of a Boltsmann interferometer* A full
analysis of this piece • of equipment given in part II and
confirmed by experiments shows that it is simple, versatile













microwave measurements in particular ■ in connection with ■ the
photographic teclmique described in chapter 2 of ■ part Ill*
11,4. Further . developments , ■. . • . ,
Apart from the points already made such as the detector
amplifier improvements more work should be done now on
artificial lense structures and their application to v/ide
band sources.
Also with the ■ help■of . the spark generator an extensive
study should be made . loading to the tabulation of impedance
of various .types of waveguide obstacles and irises over the
whole microwave spectrum.
Some technological development in making the radiator
unit self-adjusting, possibly by a servo system, is also
called for.
The essential simplicity and reliability of the micro­
wave spark generator establishes it as a useful piece of
laboratory equipment, not the least of its uses lying in
the value it can have in demonstrating waveguide and optical
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